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The professor continued to read of the wonderland ~or Venezuela.
the mighty elevated plateaus with sides so precipitous that man
could not scale them,
"THE horseless age has come," said Prof, Peregrine emphatically,
It was believed that upon these elevated plateaus, from which no
as be brandished a newspaper In his hands. " Poor Dobbin will now safe descent could be made, there might exist forms of animal lire
bave to take a back seat or public 11entlment wlll have to be unani- which may have been extinct In other parts of the world. Trees and
mons In suppressing the new in'vention.''
vegetation unknown elst>where. Especially were naturalists and
"I hardly credit thl\t," said Frank Reade, Jr., the famous young botanists eager to scale the great island in tht! air.
inventor as be lit a cigar. "To be sure the horseless carriage will be
But all attempts had failed.
a handy innovation, bot rest assured the horse will still have his' Even though many nad braved the climate and the deadly perils of
uses."
the forests, they bad been brought to a t.alt by the insurmountable
"Oh, by no means will I deny that," said the learned scientist; palisade& or walls of rock JD many places, fully two thousand feet
"but largely, you know, especially in our large cities and on the . ·high. There seemed but one way of reaching the island in the air,
pavements transportation will be made with the new mo~ors."
1 and t.h11t was by means of a balloon.
" What proof have yon of that!"
As the professor finished reading this narrative, Frank looked up
" Hlolre it is. Uncle Sam proposes to use the horseless carriar;e for and their eyes met.
" Frank," saia the scientist with sudden inspiration, " there 1s a
the carrying .~r his mails across New York. A newspaper item-no
doubt a fact.
. .
good field for exploration. You have been in doubt as to where to
Frank Reade, Jr., puffed h1s c1gar for some moments thoughtfully. travel with your Moto-Van· why not ao to Raraima'"
At the m~ment ~be two men ')Vere in the private draugbting room
Frank drew a deep breath.
"
·
of the macbme worKs at Readestown.
" Would you like to go Raraima'" be asket\ with an odd light in
Prof Peregrine ~ad beau Fr~uk's Greek i~struct~r.at colle~e, and his eyes.
·
the two were the warmeet of friends. Cbancmg to VISit the neighbor·
The scientist gave a great start.
hood or Readestown, the savant bad accepted an invitation to sojourn
" Are yon serion!l!"
with Frank a few days.
"Yest''
The professor had always liked Frank immensely, and was intensely
.
.
prond of the honor or having bad him for a pupil.
PeregrmP dropped hts spectac~e~ and the newspaper. Far one mo6
Re bad inspected the works and Frank's inventions with the great- m~?\: stared at Frank abd satd ·
,,
est of iutere~t. P~rticularly be had· been taken with the Iastest prod,. If ~~~d ~?tgr:?~e II!e as a passenger.
.. D ,.,
net of Franks gemus.
This was the Electric Moto-Van.
one.
It was itself nothing more nor loss than a borsel..ss vehicle, although
They gripped bands and thus was the compact made. There was
upon a large scale, The reader shall have a description of it later on. no more talk, no further arrangement just then. But both knew that
Fmnk waq much impressed with the words of Professor Peragine. they were about ,to embark upon a perilous undertaking.
The more Peregrine thought of the matter the more overjoyed be
He knew that the horseless carriage was by no means impracticable.
In fact he was the inventor of one him sPit, and be was able to make became. He arose and said:
it travel at great speed by means of etectric motors.
"Let us go and look the Moto-Van over. Reallv, Frank, 1 feel
This storage system he believed was his own secret. He bad im- quite glib over this new enterprise.''
•
parted it to no one. It was certainly an advantage over any other
"I am glad of that," said Frank, heartily, and be toqched a bell.
motive power.
Instantly the door opened and a comical little negro appeared on
He realized that. this new system of locomotion was likely to revo- the threshold. He bowed and showed hie teeth in a broad grin.
lutionize the country, It causP.d him many curious reflections.
" Whn.' am it yo~ want, Marse Frank!"
And he might have ruminated upon the subject for a good while,
"Pomp," said the young inventor, "have you and Barney ordered
the stores for the lloto.Van yet as I told you?"
had not Peregrine interrupted him by reading another paragraph.
"The natural wealth or Venezuela. Mighty treasures lie dormant in
"Begorra, that we have, Mistber Frank," cried a voice in a rich
the m">nntains of Raraima, the wonderland of South America. Also brogue, and over Pomp's aboulder there appeared a shock of red hair,
Yaluable gold claims exist along the upper Orinoco, only awaiting a freckled face and comical mug of n genuine type of Irishman.
Barney O'Shea, the Celt, and P.omp, tbe negro, were old and tried
the magic touch of civilization to spring into mighty being.''
CHAPTER I.

THE PROJECT FORMED.

or

<

(

A.LONG THE ORINOCO.

St>rvante of the Reade family, they having been in the employ of
Frauk's father, an inventor before him.
Wherever Frank traveled Barney and Pomp were sure to be his
c ompanions. 'fhey had never failed him.
' ' 'fhat is good!" cried Frank, with much satisfaction. " Then it
will not take us long to ge t ready for the start."
"The start, sor!" cried-Barney. "Shure, are we goin'•on a thrip
wid the new Moto· Van, sor!"
" Yes,'' replied Frank, " and it must be in readiness for the start
Vllry soon."
" Golly, l'se drefl'ul glad ob dat," cried Pomp, cutting a shuffie.
•• Jes' got tired ob stayin' rvun' home all de time."
" Bejabers, an' wud it be impoodent to ax Yt! Z where we are afther
~ goin', sor!" asked Barney.
"To the wonderland of Venezuela," said Frank. "That of course
you know is in South America."
"Dat am berry fine," cried Pomp. "I allue bad a great desiah fo'
t o go to Sour America."
_
" Begorra, that suits me!'' cried Barney.
"Very well," said Fmnk. "Now be oil', both or you, and have all
in readiness us quickly as possible."
"A'right, sah!"

· " We'll do that, sor!''
Barney made a dive through the door out •mto the machine shop.
Pomp was after him.
Jolly fellows they were, and ns full of jokes as a nut is of meat.
'l'heir worst fault was a penchant for skylarking.
So exuberant were they just now, that they could not let.the opport unity ~~;o by.
As Barney went to turn the corner or the building, Pomp pretended
t o slip and threw olit Ius fool. It som eh.Jw got iu the way o! Barnet·'s, and the Celt went down on his noddle.
The worst of it was, a vat, in which the iron workers cooled their
mod el~. wns within reach, and before Barney could recover h;mself,
he went bead first into it.
It was deep enough to immerse him entirely, and the water was redolent with iron rust nod clay. The Irishman was a bight to behold
when he crawled gaspin~ out o! the bath.
His lace was plastered with iron rust, and his plentiful hair was
matted with clay. As for the rest of his person, it bad nearly doubled
in weight, so tenaciously did the Jilth stick to him.
A madder Hibernian was perhaps never seen than Barney O'Shea
at. that moment. He could only gasp and fume and try to get out
of his ~bell of ruat and clay.
•
As for Pomp, he lay groveling in the cinders which strewed the
yard otable to rise with paroxisms or laughter.
·
"Be-be-he! Hi-hi-hi! Ho-ho-ho! Haw-haw-whishisb-ow-nm-oh, ~oily, dat am de berry funniest fing I eber seed!"
And he went off into another fit. As for Barney, he was vainly
endeavoring to speak.
"Funny i3 It, yez omadhoun!" he finally shrieked, as here gained
his voice. "Mebbe yez think so, but I'll show yez somethin' funnier
as soon as iver I get this dhirty sthufJ' atf me."
/
He ~brew off his jacket and this eo lightened him that he wa! able
to act. He ma·de a rush at the darky.
Pomp saw him coming and started to beat a retreat.
But be was just too late. The Celt was upon him like a fury.
Then the tricky coon got partly a dose o! his own medicine. The
two clutched and fell, rolling over and o~er.
The struggle wbictJ followed was a long and s11nguinary one. But
finallr Pomp apologizP.d for his trick and agreed to help the Celt restore his garments to their original color.
This ended the scrape. Both hurried away to clean up and then
to exec.Ite Frank's orders.
This took some time, but when awhile later Frank found them they
were busilv engaged in equippin~ Lt.e machine for the great trip.
Barney wa~ a skilled electrician and mechanic, and Pomp was the
prince vi cooks. While the Irishman looked after the machinery and
the engines he attended to the galley.
And leaving them thus occupied let os return to Frank and the professor who had set out to pny a visit to the Moto-Van.
They left the drau ~?: !tting-roum ana crossed the yard to a building
with a 111gb-trussed roof.

CHAPTER II.
ON

TH E

ORI NOCO.

OPENING the big door, Frank led the way in to this building. It was
design ed for the storage place of the Van.
And immediately upon entering the new invention was in full view.
For a mome'nt the Professor gaze<l upon it spellbound.
The Moto-Van was an lmpoaing sight as it was thus revealed. It
needed but a glance for the scientist to aee that it was a marvel of inventive skill.
The body of the vehicle rested upon a running gear or very light
bot strong steel. The wheels were four in number, and equipped with
heavy pneumatic tires or a bicycle pattern.
Electricity o! course was the motive power, and the system of storage was Frank's secret. But great .power and speed could be developed over a level s_tretcb c! ground.

3

'fhe general plan of the Moto-Van somewhat rese,r;~bled tbaL of a
park phaeton. The body was of thin steel, bullet proof.
Forward was a tower in which was a heavy plate glass window.
In this tower was the steering wheel and electric keyboard. Forward
of tb1s was a small platform and a dasher. Here was the wonderful
electric gun, which was a remarkable invention of Frank'~.
This gun was a thin tube of steel witb an air-chamber. A dynamite (:rOJectile placed in it could be thrown to the distance or folly
half a mile. The projectile, exploded by impact, was most deadly in
its work.
Frank had placed this engine or destruction aboard the Van for the
purpose, not of aggression, but defense.
In the wild uncivilized parl,i! of the world which be might visit,
there was no doubt but that this would be needed.
The rear of ,;he vehicle consisted of a chaise like top of bullet
proof steel. In this was the living room of the travelers. There was
a huge plate glass window and a line of loopholes below It for usu of
rilles in lime or defense.
A powerful electric search-light was also placed over the pilotbouse tower. Here was a small deck with a br11ss hand rail.
Doors opened from either side of the Van with steps. So deep was
tbe body of the vehicle that one could pass !rom the pilot house to
tlte bead or rear part wit'bout bemg exposed above the steel bulwarks.
The interior of the Moto-Van was ~plendidly equipped.
In the rear of the vehicle there were berths and a dressing room,
a general Jiving room, with tables, chairs, and eating utensils, and a
service of silver.
To attempt to describe all the little adjuncts so necessary in detail
would require too mucl1 space.
But below the main tloor or deck of thejVan there were commodious
lockers, where could be stored provisions, ammunition, and many
things indispensaule on a long tour.
Tuere were stands o! small arms for defense in the armory or gun
room unaer the pilot house.
It was really wonderful what an amount or stuff could be carried in
such a small space, so economically was all arranged,
•
The dynamos and storage system wera under the pilot-house, and
in such compact form that the1r presence would hardly have been
suspected !rom a superficial view of the Van. But this delicate elec.tric machinery was more powerful than one might laney.
This is an inadequate description of the wonderful Moto-Van, but
as the reader is doubtless eager to pass on to the thrilling incidents
or our story, we will devote no more time to it just now.
'
Prof. Peregrine, lor the second time, went over the Moto-Van, and
when the inspection was complete, drew a deep breath and said:
"On my word, it cannot be beat; you have ontdone yourself, Frankl"
"Well, I am a tritle proud or the Van myself," said Frank, "although it is as yet untried."
"There is no doubt of ita success," said the scientist, with shining
eyes, "Now, Frank, tha question is, how do you propose to get to
the Orinoco country?"
"There is but one way."
" And that--"
'
The young inventor threw away his cigar.
"I shall cbarter a steamer, put the machine aboard it and land
somewhere near Ciudad Bolivar, or AngostOlra, which is at the month
of the Orinoco. Then we will proceed along tbal river until near its
source, when we will cnt across to Raraima and thence back to the
startiu~ point. This will make a complete circle and enable ns to see
the entire wonderland of the Venezuelan inter;or.''
Frank drew a small map from his posket aud indicated th.e course.
The professor was satisfied.
"Very good," be said, with alacrity;" I have a little proposition
to make."
"Well!"
"I have always had a desire to visit Caraccaa, and as I may never
be so near that c1ty again I will take a last steamer to-night and go
thither. I Hhall have several days start of you and I will meet you at
Cindad Bolivar and join you there."
"That is agreed," said Frank, "I shall endeavor to sail from New
York Thursday."
" And this is Monday. That will give me plenty of time thea. I
will go now and take the train."
They shook hands and parted. The professor was quickly whirling.
awuy toward New York.
Frank a~ once wired a company in New York for a steamer. The
great project was nnd er way.
Let us puss quickly over the incidents of st.e sea voyage from New
York to the mouth of th e Orinoco.
Suffice it to say that the Southern Cross, which was the steamer's
name, landed Frank Rende, Jr., Barney and Pomp, and the Moto.
Van safely in due time at Ciudad Bolivar.
The little city of the Gringos was all astir over the distinguished
arrivals, and the American consul met them at the wharf. A large
throng cheered them when they landed, for Americans are popular in
Venezuela. .
Prof. Peregrine was there right on time and glad to meet his countrymen. The Van was quickly landed.
The governor o! the province was profuse in his expressions of welcome, and Frank showed him over the Van to his inexpressible wooder and delight.
•
There was no courtesy or favor which the Venzuelans were not
glad to show the distinguished travelers.

J
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Preparations were quickly made for the start, and soon the four
voyagt>rs were on boara t:Je Moto-Van waving an auieu to the crowd.
·
Then the start was made.
Tbe little streets of Angostura were quickly passed through, and
then a southward course wad taken.
This was to avojd the gre'lt swamp which lor a great ways met the
river's eage, and which were impassable.
The voyagers knew well enough what was before them. They hnd
read t:n cfugh about the region through which the Orinoco ran to ret~J .,
ize that it was but little inferior to thll Amazon for wildness and penl.
They kuew that they were en taring upon a region infes ted with wild
beasts and reptiles and savage men. They knew that the climate was
fearfully torrid, and that fevers aboumied in all the lowlands.
But tl!e Van was so arranged that at ni~ht the shutters could be
closed and the cl!emicalo of a disinfectant or germ destroying character wertJ placed abou~ the sleeping berths. In fact, every contingency
wae well provided for.
As far as Altagracia, the voyagers were told that they would encounter no perils of a stJrious nalure unless it might be some lawless
raving t.and of brigands or which there were many.
Thid was a distauce of about two hundred miles. Most of the way
would oe through extensive plantations.
But lleyond I bat point they might expect to enter up on the wilde&t
reg ions or the Orinoco.
·
.
Rontl s or varying charact~r were found and the machine pushed
forward over thest> at a rapid rate.
Many or the natives were met. Some werA on horseback or rode
upon the ·stages whicb have lines in all parts of Venezuela. But the
most of them were on foot.
All the Gringos were amazed at the appearance of th e Van, nod
were disposed to wonder much what sort of magic power impelled the
vehicle.
\
But in nearly all cases they were exceedingly respectful and polite,
hailing the travel ers with:
" Buenos Senors !"
The salntntion was always retuPned. In some of the little villages
the Alcaldll might attempt to show his authori ty by stopping the Van.
But a glance at the passports, signed by the President himself, nl·
ways insured free passage.
'l'hus the machine bowled merrily on, aod the voyagers enjoyed the
experience.
They were never fred or studying the stran~e country about them,
and fresh wonders were constantly appearing LO view.
'l'here were many magnificent plantations along the banks of the
g reat nver. Many hearty invitations were ext'lnded the travelers to
sojourn awbil ~ by the way, but they always declined with thanks.
Mil e attAr mile sped by.
.at nigh t the Rearchlig bt was used 'and. progress was slow. But the
distance was rapidly covered.
No incident of an exciting sort occurred until just before Altagrama
was reached.
It was near the hour of midnight and Barney was in t be pilotboose.
His hand was on the steering wheel, and in the glare or the searchlight be conhl see the road for perb aps a hundred yards ahead.
'l'he reat or continuation of it was lost beyon:l a bend in the wall of
a deep detile.
The Celt was entirely off his guard and not looking for any trouble,
so he did cot scrntinize tbe road very closely.
What was bis amnzern.,nt therefore and that of all on board to sud·
den ly receive a territic shoe!\, and the Van came to a sudden dead
stop.
The dynamos buzzed, the whe9ls flew around in the dirt, and fearful of injurin~ the tires Barney shut off the current.
" Wh y, what ls the matter, Barney?" cried Frank, rushing in to the
pilot-bouse.

CHAPTER III.
THE VENEZUEL.&.N BANDITS.
"SHURE, sor, I don't kn ow," stuttered the ~mazed Celt. "The
masheen won't go nt, all, sor."
Tben bo\h glanced through the window and saw the trouble at
once.
It gave them a thrill.
Across the defile was stretched a powerful cable.
This bore against the prow of the Moto-Van and held it firmly in
check. The power of the electric engines was not sufficient to break
t!Je rope.
"What the deuce is all t hat!" exclaimed Frank in as tonish·
ment.
"Eh, what's t he matter, Frank!'' cried Peregrine, as he appeared
on t he scene at tins momen t.
" Look for yonrsel!." said Fran k. "Do you see th at big rope!"
•• To be ~mre I do!" cried tq e aston ished scientist. " Wh at does it
mean T Is somebody bound to stop usT"
.
In that instant Frank remembered the repeated warn ings t hey had
received regarding brigands. Bnt j us t tben the explanation came.

Into the defile from nround the bend there suddenly appeared a
score of masked horsemen.
They were dressed in tlle usual Gringo garb and tbP. lender point·
ing his carbine at the Vo.n shouted in Spanish:
"Deliver, senors! It is your money or your life!"
" Do you dare stop us?" Frank shouted in reply. " We have gov•
ernment passports."
" 'fhen you have government money?'' replied the Gringo chief
with a jeuing laugh; " be so kind as to hand the treasure over and
save your necks.''
" We have no government treasure nor any other kmd," replied
Frank. " We are American travtJlers and you stop us at yo ur peril!"
The Gringo llrigand la;Jghed.
1
"Very good, Senor Americnnol'' he replied suavely; "the Amerit
can gold is better tban ours. Consider yonrselves fortunate to get
otr with your lives. Many a fooli sh fellow has lost his life on this
very spot for less hesitation than this.''
" Look here, Gringo." replit!d Fra k, sharply. " Let me tell you
somet.bing. You cannot do ua harm. Th1s vehicle is supplied with
weapons and men. I have a dynamite gun whieh can blow you nil
into perdition in less time than it takes to t hink of it. I warn yon to
let us pass.''
For a moment the Grmgo bandit seemed impressed by Frank'•
words.
'l'ben he said harshly:
·• Unless you deliver at once I shall order my men to fire upon
you!"
" We sliall not deliver," said Frank, resolutely. "We do not fear
.
_
your bullets; they cann~t hu rt us!"
The brigand chief, sn1d a few hot words m Spamsh to his men.
Then b~ll e ts carne rattling against the pilot house.
Of course th ey did no harm.
But it angered Frank.
"Get your rilles, Barney and Pomp," he said. "Answer them !
.
They'll soon get sick of that!"
The Gringos were full of plnck and of fight; but a few lively vol·
Jeys'from t he defenders of the Van soon put a new race <WI matters.
A'ny number of armed men co uld not witbstaud sucb a volley.
Tiley be.,an dropping from their saddles like hail.
In a few moments ti.Jey gave way in a wild retreat. Barney an d
Pomp were elated.
" Begorro., Misther Frank," cried the Celt, "w11've foixed the orna·
dbouns, bad cess to thim."
Pomp picked up a sharp kn* and ran out on the forw1ud platform.
He began to hack away at the cable.
It took him some moments to cut it, but he finally succeedl.'d and
returnell to the pilot-bouse.
The Moto-Van now started ahead. But fearful g roans were heard,
and one or the brigands was seen trying to crawl away into th&
shadows.
An idea occurred to Frank.
" Capture biml" he cried. "We will take liirn down to Altagracia.
and deliver him up to the autllorilieP. Perhaps it will help th em to
ureak up this band of ra8cals!''
Barney and Pomp ~:;eeded no second bidding. They leaped down
and made a prisoner of the brigand.
They brought him aboard securely bound, for he had attempted re·
sist,.nce. He was a tall, dark and swarthy villain , with loog muetacl! ios and keen black eyes.
"I believe we've got the chief of the gang," cried Peregrine, as b&
studied the fellow; "he is no ordinary Gringo."
J ndeed there was logic in the professor's s tntement.
The brigand was richly dressed in the Gringo style and wore costly
jewels in b1s sombrero band. He was questioned but would only make
a surly reply.
Not until he learned that he was to be delivered np at Altagracia
did he unbend.
Then he began to plead for b1a liber ty. Evidently he feared the
justice which would be me ted out to birn tht re.
He tinally admitted that he was the outlaw chief Black Juan, whose
name was a terror iu thostJ parts.
"I will pay any ran som, senors," he pleaded. "Relense me, shoot
me tf you will, but tlo not take me to Altagracia."
The professor waR much tmpre!sed by his pleadings, and seemed
inclined to sympathize with him, but Frank pretended to be inex·
orable.
"We can show you no mercy," he said, sternly. " You would wi~lingly have taken our lives.''
·
"For the sake of Jesu pi ty," r,ried the agonized bandit. "J swear
that I will haunt this deflle never agaw. I a m not afraid to llie, and
would rath er be ehot than fall into the bands of my foes at Altngracia.
They are more cruel than your people. They will not kill me. 'l'bey
will torture me."'
"That is true enough," Frank wh ispered to Peregrine. "These
Spanish people are terribly vindictive in th eir punishment or crime.''
"Then," said Peregrine, "it seems inhuman to- give him up to
them.''
Frank made no reply to t his, but went io to the pilo ~-h ouse and
started the Va n ahead.
P eregrine, not satistled, followed Frank.
" Do you thi nk it is right, Fran k, to give this man up to be tortured ali ve!" he asked.
" Wbat woul d you do with him ?" asked the yollng inventor.
" Ei ther shoot him or set him free !"

·-

~--
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" I! we shoot him it would !>e murder, if we set him free will be
not return to his former liJe! Do you not think that he would treat
a prisoner with the same cruelty that lle would be trea~ed with by
his foes!''
Peregrine was staggered.
"Well," he spluttered finally. "What will you do with him,
Frank!"
·
" Why not deliver him up to tbe officer8 of the law-with a fair
chance that he will be justly tried in a court ol justice?"
"If you can be assured of that."
"If I am not, I shall r:ot give him up.''
"Good for you, Frankl" cr1ed t.he scienti~t heartily. "You are
right after all. I know that you will bring matters out right."
"I will try to,'' said Fr'ank resolutely.
The machine bowled on down the dellle in the glare of the searchlight. Nothing more was seen of the outlaws.
It was in the gray light of <lawr. that tl1e Van finally emerged from
the mountaic fastnesses. Frank knew- that Altagracia Will! not many
miles distant.
1
But as the Moto-Van was descending the smooth road to the plain
below, a body of horsemen were seen drawn up across the highway.
It was at a point where they could not readily pass, for high rocks
were upon either side. Frank was somewhat st!lrtled when he saw
that the body or men wore uniforms, and were armed.
They were Government cavalry, and were evidently wailing the approach of the Van. Frank slackened speed a trifle.
"That is queer," he muttered. "I wonder if they want to speak
to nsf'
" That is evidently their purpose,'' agreed Peregrine.
" Can they have come hither for that purpose! Wh11-t sort of ~
wrinkle is this anyway!'' exclaimed the young mventor, deeply puzzled.
'
But the mystery was quickly solve:!. The cavalrymen ~uddenly put
s purs to their horses and rode forward.
Tbey surrounded the Van, wb1ch had come to a stop. Frank could
easily have dashed through them, but he did not think this politic.
The leader or captain or the squall, wus a llery little Spaniard with
an enormous mustuclle. He brandished his sword and rode pompously up to the Van.
Frank stepped out on the platform.
.. Bueno~ senor,'' sa1d Frank, in his beat Spanish. "Why this hostile reception! You are not brigands!''
" No, senor," replied the little officer, biting his lip with the force
of the satire. ''We are bunting bri~ands, and especially Black Jua.:.''
Frank gave a start.
"Indeed!" he exclaimed. "Who fa this Black Juan!''
"He is a brother to the devil and shielded lly him. We are never
able to get our hands upon him. But you r.re not of our country?"
"No," replied Frank; "we are Americans."
" Whence came you?"
"From Ciudad Bolivar!"
The lieutenant gave n start.
"ImJlOSsible!" be cried. " You did not come through the Black
Pass last night?"
"We did!" affirmed,Frank.
" Then you must bave met Black Juan or some of his gang?"
" We did!" agreed Fmnk, " out we easily put them to flight with a
few rille volleys. We then l'ept .straight on!''
The lieutenant seemed astonished.
" And you paid no tribute?"
" Not a cent!"
"Carramba! that is wonderful! You are the first, senors, to pass
Black Juan without tall!"
" Is that true?"
" Si, senor!"
"Tllen you hunt the life of Black Juan?''
"We do!''
" What would you do with him if be should fall into your hands to4ay!''
I
The lieutenant's eyes glittered with a terrible murderous lool{. He
replied:
" H we could Jay hands on him now we would burn out hie eyes
and flay him alive!''

CHAPTER IV.
T HE

PU R SU ER S .

FRANK could not help a shudder at this blood-curdling announcemen t,
" Whew I" he ejaculated in an undertone. •• There is nothing
bloodthirsty in that, is there?''
"Oh, but these Gringos are terribl~ in their hatred or a foe!" said
Peregrine; "they would stop at nothmg."
"Indeed, I believe you!" agreed Frank. "I would not think of delivering the prisoner up to these wretches. They are worse than be

js.''
But the little lieutenant now cried:
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"If you have just came through. the Black Pass you must !lave met
with Juan and his men."
.
" We did,'' replied Frank, ''but I am in a hurry to get to Altagracia. Be so kind as to give us the road!"
'' We can only let you pass on one consideration," said the Spaniard.
"Well, what is it?"
"You must show passports."
1The lieutenant looked as if he felt sure of entrapping the Americans.
·
But Frank said polltely:
" To be sure. They are signed by your dignitary at An~ostura.
Are you satislled now?"
Frank showed the pe.ssports. The lieutenant at once became submissive.
He drew his men up in lace lines, and as the Van passed between
them the Spanish soldiers saluted.
·
Black Juan was saved at that moment from an awful fate. Be
could thank his ca1•tora fur this.
He crouched palli1i and shivering in one corner of the Van anti! the
ca\·airy squad was left far behind. Then he began wildly to 111urmur
his gra:itude.
" If I bad been sure that they would have given you a fair trial and
just punishment," said Frank, "I would very gladly have gl'ren you
up to them."
"I am willing to meet the penalty for my deeds," said the outlaw
chief, " if I may be given a speedy death. lL was the torture I
feared."
The Van was now rapidly approaching Altagracia. Something
must be done, as Fr"'nk well knew.
H(' drew Peregrine to one side, and they held a consultation.
ThPy did not care about turning Black Juan over to tbe authorities
for such barb&rous treatment. On the other hand, they could not
retain him as a prisoner.
,
"By Jupiter," exclaimed the young inventor, "I am at a loss to
know what to do. I don't want to kill him/'
" There is but one logical move," said Peregrine.
" Ah, what is that?"
"Set him free!''
" To return to tis bandit career?''
" No. These Spaniards fear an oath. Bind him most sacredly to
abandon forever his outlaw career."
" Done!" said Frank with a breath or relief. " I agree witll you,
tbot's our best and only cours-e."
So Black Juan was interviewed.
The result was that he took a solemn oath to abandon bis career
as a highwayman forever.
" I can easily utlord to do that,'' he said, " for I am wealthy. I
shall return to Spain and do penance. 1 thank you, senors, for your
noble forbearance."
So just before reach in~ Altagracia and in a deep stretch of wood
the famed bandit was set free. He plunged into the forest and was
seen no more.
All on board,'the Mot.o-Van felt better lor this move. They were
not sure, or course, that Juan would keep his contract, but tliere was
yet a chance tbat he would do so.
On rolled the Van now and into the little town or Altagracia.
or course a sensation was created, and they were instantly surrounded by a great throng. But Frank met the alcalde with his passports, which mnde everything nil right.
All or our voyagers were intent upon reaching the unsettled part or
Venezuela. As Altagrncia did not materially :litfer from any of the
little Spanish towns they had little interest there.
However, the day was spent there and the mght as well. The next ·
day they set out due west, and in a lew hours the gleaming waters of
tlie great river were once more before them.
All evidencP.s of human settlement began to vanish, and the mighty
forests of dyewood and gum trees loomed up near at band.
Among the8e mlp;hty gi~nts of nature tbe machine ran rapidly. It
was lucky that no jungle or dense underbrush here existed to bar progress.
'l'he scenes now beheld upon every hand were of a trury wonderful
character. In th~> dense thicket the striped jacket of the jaguar llasbed. Apes played in the branches of the trees and birds of gorgeous
. .
plumage were U!>On every band.
It was pat;ent that they were in the very heart of the trop1cs. In
the swamps the dictaut bellow of tbe alligator could be heard, and the
harsh cries of the herons.
Huge boa-constrictore bong in wait from the branches or trees or
glided away like an avalanchll through the undergrowth.
None or these denizens of the forest, however, ventured to attack
the vehicle until it bQ.d come to the very deepest and darkest part of
the Orinoco forest.
Then a sudden wild and hideous commotion was heard just ahead.
A herd of woo;l deer eame fleetly bounding IJy.. Birds anll monkefB
chattered and shrieked in the treetops.
"What the deuce is to pay!" cried Peregrine. "Can you tell,
Frank!''
" Listen!" said the young inventor.
A sound like the heavy pattering of rain was heard. Tben the
ground trembled slightly.
. .
Next into view there came a myr1aa of little brown forms, darting down among the tree trunks with fearful speed. A peculiar
gruntin"' noise was beard.
" Peccaries," ejaculated Peregrine.
"Just so," exclaimed Frank.
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Frank realized this.
Both ~knew what a formidable foe the peccary or wild bog of
" Golly,'' said Pomp, cutting a shutHe, "does yo' 'spec dey mean
South America is.
.
to
gib us a fight?"
Smail and insignificant singly, yet when met in droves of hunFrank shook his head.
dreds, nnd even thousands, they were to be fearfully llreaded.
"I can hardly believe that," be said; "it is probably curiosity
No living creature could hope to stand in their path. They
which bas led tbem on."
would sweep all before them.
" Yet," ar~ued Peregrine, "I have beard ugly reports of the naDescending through the forests, they would leave a path or destruction behind them for miles. Woe to the man or beast over- tives of the Ormoco selvas."
taken,
·
"Allow that they are hostile,'' said Frank, "I hardly think we
With their sbarp tusks one keen blow was sufficient to fell the vic· need fear them greatly. One shell from the dynamite gun would blow
them off the earth."
tim, whea he was instantly torn to pieces.
However, the voyagers watched the pursuing blacks With interest.
The voyagers had good reason to con,vratulate themselves at tbe
The.y did not remain exposed,for long, however, but slunk out of sight
moment that they were safe aboard the Moto·Van.
bebmd
clumps or bushes.
" Will they not do damage to the vehicle?" asked Peregrine.
Frank remained on the plateau a short while longer.
"I think we can avoid ~bat." said Frank, as he halted the Van just
Then once more the course was laid for the Moto-Van.
behind a mighty mahogany trae; " this will break the force of the at·
Frank pointed to a distant bend of the mighty river and said:
tack."
" We will set a course by compass directly for that bend. There we
Of course, the peccaries were obliged to divide at the tree, So fast
were they going that they could not stop long enough to do the ma- will rest for a day or two and devot«.> some time to sport, such as hunt·
chine much damage.
Ang and fishing. 1 think we will llnd a clearing there by the river
Frank only reared for the rubber tires on tbe wheels. These received bank"
Pe;egrine bad been studying the distant point with a glass, and now
a few gashes, but in a few moments the danger was over.
"Thank goodness!'' cried Peregrine, "may we meet no more of said:
those chaps."
" 1 agree with you, Frank. It looks as if there was a high bluff
"Begorra, I'd loike to 'ave got wan av thim fer a r<>ast," cried there clear of the trees."
"
J ost the spot," cried Frank.
Barney, "shore, they'd ought to make foine bacon!"
" Begorra, it's itching I am to have a thry at some of tbim ducks,"
"Well, their fiesh Is very good," said Frank, "but it is as much a!!
cried Barney.
your lire is worth to kill one of them."
"Is that true!" Interrogated Peregrine.
"Yo' jes' see de fish dis chile will catch," declared Pomp.
Frank set the course accurately with the compass. 'l'hen, with all
"They say that 1.he peccary always avenges the death of one of
in high s;~irits, the start was made.
their number. They are a queer little animal."
.
Down from the plateau and into tbe forest again the Van ran.
The Van went on once more, and every hour now took them deeper
But progress was found to be not quite so easy as in the past.
into the Orinoco forest.
The underbrush and fern growtu became quite thick. But Frank
There was plenty on all sides to divert their attention and keep
bad even provided for this.
the voyagers constantly interested.
He bad provided steel knives which were fitted to the axles of the
At times they were obliged to ford little streams, but Frank had
vehicle, and wllich could mow down even a small sapling.
•
equipped the Van for just such a contingency.
Progress WhS necessarily slow, but it was nevertheless steady.
'.there were SQJall paddles which could be affixed to the wheels. The
Darkness found them full thirty miles rrom the plateau they had lert
Van was positively water tight, and could lloat like a cork.
It was easy for her to cross anywhere that the current was moder- that morning. It was not until then that any remembered their
ate. Indeed, at times >it was necessary to continue the journey some pursuers.
distance by water.
"By Plato!" exclaimed Peregrine. "I forgot all about the Indians.
At night camp was always made, as it was not deemed feasible to Do you think they have followed us!"
travel then.
" There is no doubt of it," said Frank confidently.
" They could not lose our trail."
The brilliant electric lights of the vehicle probably contributed to
"No, it is broad aod plain."
keep wild animals at arm's length, though they could at all times be
seen hovering about in the shallows.
'
".But thirty miles in one day in this hot climate--"
One day the Van came out into an open and mounted a little plat"Pshaw! It is nothing for these Orinoco Indians. They are
eau.
tireless and inured to the heat."
From this an extensive view of the great river which here fiowed
"Well," said Peregrine, so:oewhat anxiously, "had we not betnorthward could be had. It was a magnificent spectacle.
ter keep double guard to-night! I am willing to serve."
Upon either side the monster selvas or forests, dense in their trop"One guard will he enough," said Frank. "Leave it to me.''
ical verdure extended as far as the eye could reach. It was one
The place selected for the Cll!JIP was right under a heavy mahogmighty ocean of green.
any, and In the thickeet part of the selvas.
Overhead there were matted vines and parasitic air plants of all
Southward upon; the dim horizon mighty mountain peaks and ranges
kiruls, even to the almost utter exclusion or a view of the sky.
were seen.
Chattering troope of monkeys hovered in the branches near; but
"That is in the Parima range," said Frank; "the Orinoco finds
Its source there. Eventually we shall reacb the base of those mount· Barney singed the paws or a few of them with an elec~ric wire,
and thereafter they did not venture too near the Van.
ains.''
" And then--'' interrogated Peregrine.
As soon as the machine had made a clearing by making several
" Then we will leave the Orinoco and skirt those mountains across circuits with the axle-knives Frank went into the engine room an<l
brought out a coil of wire.
the great table-lands t:> Raraima."
" Wbat a mighty project!"
Leaving the machine, he proceeded to make a circle about the
"Yes, and I doubt ir few white explorers have ever compassed It." clearing with the wire, placing it upon rests about a foot from tha
" I agree with you. We could hardly hope to do it without the ground. Then he returned to the engine room, and made connec·
Lions which would throw the full force of the dynamos into the wire.
Van."
Any living creature, animal or human, which should come in con" That is true."
At this moment Barney, who bad been looking back to the verge of tact with that wire would be likely to be instantly sorry.
Darkness always comes rapidly in the tropics.
the foreat below from whence they bad just come, gave a great cry.
It was but a very short while before all was inky black beyond the ·
"Begorra, Mistber Frank," be shouted, " wud yez come here
radius of the electric lights.
quick! Shore, it's followln' us they are!"
The voyagers sat up on ueck until EfUite a late hour.
"Eh1" exclaimed the young inventor, in surprise. " What do you
Barney und Pomp furnishe<l a fund of entertainment with banjo
mean by that, Barney?''
ami
fiddle. They were jolly souls and well able to kill ennui at any
"Wad yez be aft her lookin' down there, sor!"'
Barney pointed down to the edge of the forest. It was full half a time.
mile distant.
It was Barney's first watch and as the others retired for a sleep
But, there, plainly visible and just emerged from the dark depths Frank caution-ad him.
"Ir anything unusual appears in the vicinity," he said, "at once
were a full half hundred human forms.
Even at that distance it could he seen that they were natives of the alarm me!"
" I will, sor!" agreed the Celt.
wilds, and armed with javelins and shields. That they were really in
For an hour Barney paced tt.e deck of the Moto -Van without seemg
pursni~ of the Moto·Van was beyond dispute.
anything alarming.
'fhe forest was full of noises, as was always the case. He could
hear the distant bowling of beasts and the discordant cry of night
CHAPTER V.
birds.
..
These even ventured near the vehicle. Once Barney heard a crunch·
ing
it.
the
undergrowth,
and
saw
a
huge
jaguar just within the circle
THE ELEQTRIC WIRE,
of light.
Instinctively the Celt drew back the hammer of hla rille, for it
FoR a moment all the voyagers gazed upon the scene in surprise.
really looked as if the beast was not in fear or \he electric light and
How long the natives had followed them it was not easy to guess. would come aboard.
It might hav.. been for many miles.
But there was no real danger.
As the progress of the machine through the forest had been necesThough the beast came near enough to brush against the live wire
sarily slow, it could not have bothered them at all to keep up.
which Frank bad placed there. The result was laughable.
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.Into the air, full ten feet, went the body of the animal. A fearful
agonized yelp and then all was still.
Barney saw the jaguar'S form lying quivering in the grass, and was
tempted to fire a shot into it before it could recover and make
away.
Bu~ he did not, for he knew that it would arouse his companions and
create ne.edless alarm.
He resumed his pace fro r:1 one end of t he vehicle ~o the other. Not
much time elapsed, however, oefore the Celt received a thrilling shock.
Suddenly, from the dark depths of the fores,, he saw a dark shadow
glide. Another followed, and still another.
In a very few moments full a dozen of these intangible forms were
grouped there.
Barney drew back tbe hammer of his rifle.
"Bejabers, it's thim black injuos," he muttered. " I've a moiod to
risk a shot at thim !''
But this wns proven needless.
The dark forms glided forward. It was evident that they meant to
board the Jloto·Van.
But theJ ·never did.
J uRt at that moment there arose a !!bower of sparks from the grass.
A fearful yell went up, then anotller and anot!Jer.
The dark forms went tumbling about like tenpins. In biB excitement Barney fired into the throng, and then pressed the alarm goug.
But there was li ttle need of this. Everybody on board was now
thoroughly aroused aud came tumbling oqt on deck.
Tile scene was taken in at a glance; Frank turned the search-light
upon the spot.
But the savages fled into the depths of the forest taking the unc:mscious ones with them.
Frank laughed uproariously; it was to him a funny denouement.
"Well, now, I'd like to know what the t.hougllt.s of those savages
are just now!'' be cried. "I'll wager they are an astonislled lot."
"I believe you!" cr1ed Peregrine; " t~ ey won't venture to follow
us any further, I reckon."
" That is where you are wrong," saitl Frank. " The curiosity of
these natives is really wonderful. I wouldn't be surprised i! they dogged us for hundrllds of miles."
"Will they venture to attack us again, do you think?"
" P erhaps not!''
" But their near presence is a constant menace!"
"Just so!"
" Can we not shake them off In any way ? Break the trail!"
"I know of no possible way," said Frank, " unless we could take a
water course for some mites. Even then I believe they would keep us
in sight."
" Tiley are a shrewd lot!"
" Indeed they are, else they could not hope to exist in this part of
the world."
Th ere was no mo ~ 9 sleep for the party tba ~ night.
Nobody thought of going llaek to bed, and all sat up until daylight
came d1scussin g t he afl'air.
Then Frank took iu the wire and camp wns broken up. The Van
was soon on its way agam.
For two days longer the dense forest was traversed. Then on the
morning of the third the objective point as seen from the plateau was '
reach ed.
The voyagers came out :1pon a sort of blu ff which overlooked the
stagnant surface of the mighty river.
There it lay before them in all its mighty volume. In the lagoco
just below scores of alligators were basking.
" Hooray!" shouted Pomp. "We'se done got here at last, Marse
Frankl Git yo' gun, l'isb, we'se gwine tu bah lily bit ob a hunt
now."
"Aisy, naygur," said Barney. "Shure it's somethin' ftlr the inner
man we must be afther havin' first."
Pornp took the hint and proceeded to serve up a smoking hot meal.
After tbis was disposed of the bunting party was organized. As
there was no sign of a foe in the vicinity, it was deemed safe to leave
the Moto-Van alone for a short while.
Frank and Peregrine were anxious t.o explore the river bank for a
ways, while Barney and Pomp had the hunting and fishing fever.
The wheels of the Van wert> set, the rail was charged with the
electric current, and it would be a hardy savage who would essay
more than one trial at getting on board.
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So while Peregrine was collecting orchids from the tree branches,
Frank employed himself in netting rare butterl:!ies.
And thus engaged, they wandered on for some miles,
Indeed, they hardly realized bow far they bad gone until suddenly
Frank noted that the sun was low in the western sky.
Then right in a huge growth of rushes be came upon a somewhat
startling discovery.
'
There was a small but made of reeds and the bark of trees. It was
skillfully constructed and certainly the abode of human beings.
But It was now empty aud bad no appearance of having been oc·
cupied for a long while.
"By JJVel" exclaimed the young inventor. "What do you think
of it, Peregrine! Are we n6ar a native settlement?"
"I hardly know what.,to think," sa1d the surprised scientist. "We
might continue our explorations further."
"No.'' said Frank sinking wearily down upon a rude bench in the
hut; "let us stay here a few moments to rest. It is nice and cool!"
" We have not any too much time left in which to get hack to the
Moto-Van!"
"That is true, but I am much fatigued. We will start very soon.'•
" All rigbl, I am agreeable!''
They chatted for some moments, when suddenly Peregrine caugllt
sight of an object in a dark corner of the but.
"Great Pluto!" he 11:asped, "what does that mean!"
He wt>nt over and picked it up. It was a bleached human sKUll.
The two explorers exchanged glances.
" That means," aa1d Frank, confidently, " that the former o.:cupant
or this hut died here."
"And wild beasts came in and sca\tered the remains!"
" It Is possible."
Further search resulted in the finding or other bones, in fact nearly
enough to make up the skeleton.
They were placed together, and the two explorers were commenting
upon their peculiarities when a strange noise caused both to turn.
An astounding sight met their petrified gaze.
"Mercy!" uttered Frank.
" Great Cresar!'' ejacu\atP.d Peregrine.
There was au excellent reason for these exclamations. The sight
which they beheld was a terrifying one.
For there in the doorway of the but was a huge head with gleaming
jaws and fierce eyes. A long, massive brown body extended back or
it for fully a length of fifty feet.
It was a specimen of the horrible water python peculiar to the Orinoco and the Amazon, and larger than any other species in the
world.
It was a savage creature, not hesitating to attack a man, and
with awful jaws and powerful body, was a dreadful foe to face.
The reader can imagine the sensations of our adventurers. For a
moment they were enchained.
There was no way of retreat.
Tbe snake b&ld the door, and the only course left the explorers wa&
to fight or succumb.
The reptile itself bad 110 idea of abandoning the field. It evidently
was delighted with the prospective meal before it.
Pe~baps it was responsiule for the fate of the original occupant of
the but.
It began to glide forward, Its ponderous body making t he hut
shake. Then Frank recovered.
·
I
"Look out, Peregrine," he excla'imed. "Give him a shot. Take
the right eye."
Tile professor with a spasmodic eflort recovered.
" All right, Frank," be said, hoarsely, "here goes!"
He drew a bur.ried aim an<l fired. A fearful hiss went up an d the
reptile reared its awful head aloft.
The bullet had missed· the eye, butt had drawn blood. Frank fired at
the same moment.
llia bullet went wide, and before either could fire again the reptile
was upon them.
Frank bad but one thought, and that was to avoid the tearing jaws
of the monster. So he thrust the butt of his gun full into the reptile's
throat.
It writheJ, and ita giant folds filled the hut and were about the two
adventurers.
'' Use the knife." shouted Frank, "cut and slash!"
But the professor needed no second-bidding. Be began hacking the
monster body in twain, while Frank still holding tile rille in itl throat
rained blows witb his knife against the sealy neck.
It was a terrific battle.
The two men were deluged in blood. Moreover, the snake gave
out
an overpowering sickening' odor. This wns !lard to endure.
CHAPTER VI.
But the reptile was already mastered.
The loss of blood began to tell, and Its struggles grew weaker.
At length Frank reached the vertebrre of the neck and ended the
A DEADLY STRUGGLE.
struggle.
Exhausted, the two explorers were bnrdly able to draw themselves
ON the whole it was against Frank's better sense to go off and leave out of the but and up the river bank. There they sank, pantiog, upon
the carpet of the forest.
the machine unguarded.
"Whew!" exclaimed Peregrine after awhile; "I never was S()
But as nothing bad been seen of the natives for a good while back,
badly used up in my life!"
be was constrnined to believe that they bad given over the chaile.
" By Jove!" cried Frank; " that was the biggest snake I ever came
He hud no fear of any wild beasts or aught else doing the vehicle
across! I thought one while he'd get the best of us as sure 118
any harm. So he banished all scruples.
fate!"
With tba professor close at his heels be soon reached the river bank.
"So did II"
It was easy to lind their way along the water's edge. The professor
"You don't suppose he has a mate about heref'
was an ardent botanist and Frank was a naturalist•
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"Whew," crted the professor, " tbey do go in pairs. Let us get out
here as quickly as possible."
They went down to tile water's edge, and washed some of the blood
from their persons. '
Tllen they started for the Van.
But darkness bad come on with lJOrrible swiftness, and almost in a
t winkling, as it seemed, shut down about them.
Their plsition was one beyond rlescription. It was utterly impos·
aible to go ahead.
To be sure the river was there to guide them, but the hanks wPre
now lined with crocodiles and otller reptiles.
The great forest was a Bedl&m of savage cries, Wild beasts were
r oaming everywhere.
'
A thousand perils were upon every band. At any moment they
migllt be I.Jeset.
Bor.h were brave men, but it was a position to make the stoutest
h eart tremble, I.Jut Frank Reade, Jr., was never without expedient.
" What on earth are we going to do?'' askecl Peregrine, "we sure·
Jy can't stay beret"
"Nor ca,n we go ahead."
"Certa;nly not througb the forest. We would be sure to Jose our
way; but if we bad a boat--"
·• We have not. Were it not for the alligators we might try making
a raft."
Frank finally decided upon whnt he considered his best move.
He collected a quantity of fa~ots and started a fire. Lik6 teavers
t he two men wor<ed to gather -fuel.
It must lust all night or th eir fate 1would be sealed. Nothing would
k eep the ravenous I.Jeasts away eqaal to tire.
The blaze was made in a semi-circle. Tile other part of the circle
was the hollow of an eucaly ptue tree.
And here the two men crouchetl, sleeping by turns and feeding the
:fire until after an !llterminuble pe1·iod daylight came.
It was with intense relief tllat they crept out of tlleir cramped quart ers into tile sunlig ht.
Twittering I.Jirds were in the branches above. Tile alligators bad
d eserted tte sandOll shore and tile coast was clear.
Stretching their -cramped limbs, the two explorers set out for the
.s pot where tbsy had left the Van.
"I wonder wllat Barney and Pomp will think?" cried Frank. "I'll
wager they are worrie1\ a I.Jit.''
" I hope they wtll remain where they are.''
" Have no fear of that.''
The} pressed on now with increased speed. Suddenly they came to
.a little stream which they had waded the day before.
The bottom was or clear saud as were the shores. But Peregrine
s topped and clutched Frank's arm.
"My soul!'' he gasped ; •• do you see?"
"What!'' -exclaimed Frank.
"Look!"
Tile professor bent down and indicated some footprints in the pan d.
They were of naked feet aud unusual size. There were a large
n umber of tl!em.
" Great Scott!'' exclaimed Frank,.and be stared at the foot-prints.
"'l'bey were not here yesterday," answereu the professor, " for this
i s th e very soot where we crossed.''
"They have been this way since then," said Frank. " Of course
t hey have seen the Moto-Van and doubtless paid it a visit."
" J net so," declared tile professor.
"Forward then!"
They went on with all speed. It was a moment of intense excite·
ment.
But at length the foliage cleared, and they saw before them the
bluff which overlooked the Orinoco.
Th.ere was tl!e very spot where the Moto· Van bad been brought to
a stop, but-Bo~h men stared nt the spot aghast.
Words can hardly express
t heir sensations at that moment.
The Moto-Van was not there. It was gone.
~r

CHAPTER VII.
TWO F AMOUS HUNTERS,
B ARNEY and Pomp were right in their element. This holiday granted them so kindly they determined to make the most or.
Armed to the teeth, they slid down the bluff and started along the
s hore of the lagoon.
This was in an opposite direction from that taken by Frank and the
professor. But the quest of the two bunters was of a far different
sort.
" Begorra, I'll bring buck a hundred av thim foine ducks or none,"
declared Barney; "shure it's an ilegant shot I am. One time when
I was np in the mountaius av Ballyknuck in the county of Fermaugh I foired at a flock av eagles an' kilt sixteen av thim wid wan
shot."
" Hoi' on dar, chile," admooieb~d Pomp. " Why don' yo' say dat
yo' fired sixteen times an' killed one eagle, sah?"
"Divil a bit do I care!" cried the free-hearte ll Irishman; " have it
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as ye will. Another toime I foired wan shot at twelve foine rabbits
running down a hill and kilt thim all."
Pomp"s eyes were like saucers.
"WaiL jes' a llit, !Joney," he remonstrated. "lllaybe yo' kin tell
me how yo' shoo ted all dem rabbits wif one shot."
"To be shurely," replied Barney lightly. "Yez see, the fust wan
was iu a single foile wid all the rist. Shure the bullet Luk hin} in the tail,

an' passiu' troo him an' out llis nose, tuk tber uext wan jeet tber same
an' so on wid the whole twelve. Wbist now, but I'm thin kin' it was a
long ways fer that bulle't to tllravel, an' I moigllt not have got the
laslit rabbit but that tile I.Jullet was thravelin' down bill.''
Pomp winked hard and scratched bis Wloolly head.
"Don' waut to d'spute yo' wo'd, honey," he said; "btit llat wasjes'
a drefful smaht shot."
"Wui~ till yez see me!" cried Barney hilariously.
"Shure I'm the
dandy shot av this part av the worruld."
"Huh! jes' see if yo' kin bit dat btg 'gator out dar."
"All roight, naygur."
Far out in tile lagoon an immense alligator was sunning itself.
Barney took qaick aim and !ired.
The bullet cnrromed from the saurian's forehead and killed a heron
on the other ~bore.
The 'gator disappeated.
Barney shot a look of triumph at Pomp.
'l'h~ darky looked around and sp1ed a big fish hawk an immense
distance up in the air.
" Hoi' on, chile!" be said.
H e took quick aim un!l tired.
Down came the hawk almost at their feet. Its bead was shot
away.
Pomp stowed it away in his game bag, and these two crack shots
went ou.
They followed the lagoon for some miles, and then came to a cover
of ducks. They crept up in the saw grass until they got a gooll line
on them.
Tben both fired.
So good was the shot that between them they had killed sevea. B~t
now a grave question arose.
There were the ducks far out on the surface of the lagoon. It is
needless to say that they were quite beyond reach.
"Golly!" muttered Pomp, •· how we ebber gwine to get dem
ducks?"
Barney was stumped.
He loaded his rille, a1id then after a. few momenns said:
·" lt'a fer ye to shwim out there an' I.Jriug 'em iu!''
Pomp stared at him.
"Hull!" he snld; "Nobody cud swim out dar an' back wifonl a big
'gator chawin' ob him up!''
"I thought yez wor afraid," jeered Barney.
" Why don' yo' go yo'sef T"
"I can't shwim thet fa.r."
"Huh! Yo' link l'se gwine out dar?"
"How iver will we git the ducks thin, yez galoot!''
"I don' keer bow yo' gits dem. Dis cl!ile ain' no bo'n fool, an' yo'
kin jes' bet on dat, sab. Shoot yo' ducks on de ian' nex' time.''
1 And Pomp marched indignantly awa:y. Ir there is one thing in the
world a darl<y is afraid of it is an alligator.
Pomp began to study a shoot at some monkeys in a tree near, and
for a few moments his attention was diverted from his companion.
When he looked around he was given a stunninf;!; shoe!;.
There was the Celt stripped and swimming the waters of the lagooc.
He bad almost reuched the floating ducl;s.
The coon's blood turned cold as ice. He shook like a leaf.
" Fo' Hebben's sake, chile," he yelled, "wha' am yo' doin' down
dere! Don' yo' kno' no bettah dan dat? De 'gntors git yo' fo' suab!"
Bnt Barney did not heed his cries if he heard them.
Pomp raved up and down the shore like a madman. He was sure
the saurians would get tbe veuturesome Celt.
And why they did not was a living wonder.
But for some reason or other unknown, they did not attack him.
Either they did not see him or were not hungry.
T)lt> Celt actually mnde the distance out to the ducks and •back in
safety. Throwing the birds down on the sand, be tlew the water out
of his mouth and cried:
"Shure, if I had no more sand than yez hav11, naygur, I'd niver
thravel in this part av the worruld.''
Pomp could say nothing.
He was stupefied.
Barn ey dressed llimself leisurely and nonchalantly placed -the ducks
in his game bag.
"I hope yez will have luck, naygur," he said, coolly. "It's a good
hag I have already." '
"Huh! paht ob dem duel's b'long to me, chile!"
"Do they?"
"Did'n' I shoot dem?"
"1 reckon yez mougbt. But I'm the -man thet got thlm, an' possession's nine points av tile law."
Pomp was completely outdone. He relapsed into moody silence.
But pretty soon tl:ey came to anotter cover.
.
This time they shot six or th~< ducks. But Barney did not venture
to swim for these. A raft was rigged with some stripe from a cork
tree, and on this Pomp floated out and recovered the birds.
Thus the two hunters went on down tile lagoon for miles. They
gave little heed to tirne, so interested were they in their t:ursuit.
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So that it was late in the afternoon when ~hey began to think of a
They wanted to do somet~JJng to save the Van. But there seemed
return.
nothing they could do.
"Begorra, naygur," cried Barney, "I'm aft.her think in' it'll he dark
" Begorra!" gasped Barney, "phwativer will Misther Frank say!'
afore we git back."
.
He'll call us a lot av blockheads-no good!"
"I fink we hettah start rigllt now," said Pomp.
Bnt the darkness became so intense that the two jokers were
"I'm wid yezl''
j forced to abandon all plans for the time, They could only wait for
They were loaded down with birds. The expedition had been a daylight.
great success. They started back at once.
1'he savages held n. jubilee dance on the mound or blutr and then
For 'an hour they tramped on rapidly. then a startling thing hap- continued on up the river in their canoe.
pened.
As soon as they had gone tbe two frighteneti hunters crept down
Just nt a bend in the lagoon shore Pomp shrank back, clutching near the water and proceeded to bold a COllncil.
Barney's arm. He trembled like an aspen.
"Pbwativer has come to Misther Frank an' ther purfessor!" asked
" Pllwat's the matther wid yez?" be asked.
Barney.
•· Golly, look out yenderl"
Pomp said quickly:
A small section of t.he river's surface was visible here. Barney
" I reckon J kin tell."
looked and his face paled.
"Eh?" exclaimed the Celt.
On the river's surface was what looked like a huge war canoe of the
" Dey jes' get belated in de woods same as we bah, an' dey got to
Orinoco lndi11nS.
stay away all night."
It held nearly a score of armed natives. They were paddling up tbe
This was the logical conclusion arrived at, Then they began to
current.
consider seriously their o~n position.
Barney and Pomp recognized a great danger at that moment.
It was certainly a serions one.
Should these savages l'eep on as far as the bluff, they could not help
Tile cries or wild animals and the bellowing or the alligators frightbut catcu sight of tbe Moto-Van. That they would attacK it there ened both nearly out of their wits.
was no doubt.
It was a happy t!Jougbt wbicll led Barney to make a fire, and thus
For a moment neither could act. They were at a loss what they camped down for the night, just as Frank and the professor
to do.
h!ltl.
1
To continue along the shore would be to e.xpose themselves to the
It seemed an age before morning came. Then the two tired
view or the natives.
ht:nters began to consider what it wu~ best to do.
"Golly!" exclaime:l Pomp, "I jes' hopes .Marse Frank hnb got
Pomp wa~:~· in favor of building a raft and going down stream in
back!"
quest of the Moto-Van.
"Oh, yez kin be shore av that," declared Barney, confidently.
" lt kain't drift berry fast,'' be said, "an' dere ain' much cor" Misther Frank is niver wan tin'."
·
rent fo' to carry it along. I jes' link we could cotch it,"
"Then I ain' gwine to be so '!raid," said Pomp, "but I done fink
"Begorra, It wouldn't be roigut to go away until Misther Frank
de bee' ling we kin do is to git bacK dar jes' as quick as we eber returns," said Barnev.
I
kin!''
So it was decided to wait for the others. They had oot long to
"Yez are roi~ht, naygur. ,Jest yez folly me fer awhile."
wait.
Pomp ('hanced to glance up and saw two men on the bluff. He
Barney clambered up tbe bank and rushed on through the fringe of
trees. In this way they wer!l ahle to proceed unseen.
sprang up with a loud shout.
But the canoe got fur ahead of them aud was soon out of sight. It
" Hi-Ui! dere am Marse Frank now! Bress de Lor' I"
must reacb the bluff before them.
The astonishment or Frank and the professor at sight of Barney and
Baruey ami Pomp bad b:Jt one hope. This was that Frank and tbe Pomp could hardly be described.
professor had returned.
They bad guessPd quite well how the Moto-Van had heen precipi·
If they had not then they would feel disposed to give up hope.
tated into the river aud by whom. But they had given Barney and
On they ruslled at full speed. It seemed an age ere they came to Pomp t~p for lost.
the bluff.
Quick explanat.ions followed.
lt was nearly dark but t.hey saw the Moto-Van yet standing on the
"You are right, Pomp," declared Frank, "there is no reason wby
bluff.
we should not recover the Van, I eanno~ see bow harm can come to
Tnere was a throng of natives about it, and some of them seemed to her, lor there are no rapids between here and the sea."
be engaged in digging away the face of the bluff.
" But the natives," said Peregrine.
"Tare an' 'ounds!" cried Barney. "Shure they're tbrying to tum"You forget. Tbe rail of the Van is heavily charged by the dynable it dowc into the river!"
mos. They could never board her!"
- "Wha' am Marse Frank!''
"Go9d! let us go after it at once then!"
.
,..,------ " Divil a 'Jit do I know. But shore he's not there at all at all.''
There was better material for a raft on the shore of the lagoon. So
•· Yo' am right, But Lor' byess yo', honey, we ain' gwine to stan' all started thither.
yere an' see dem topple dat ar masheen into dat ribt>er, is we!"
And this led to a welcome discovery. Just as they came in dight ol
"Divil a bit," nied Barney.
the lagoon, Frank cried:
But before eit.her could take act.ion or say more, a loud fiendish yell
"On my word, there is the Van now!''
went np from tbe natives.
This was seen to be the truth.
The face of the bluff had yielded. Undermined, the Moto-Vnn pit<:hed ·
The e(\dying sluggish current had carried the Moto-Van into the
forward, and the next moment as if out or a catapult, shot down into mouth of the lagoon. There it rested, ut.terly becalmed in those
,
siuggish waters.
the river.
Down it went with a tremendous smash. But it struck right side up
Some herons bad taken possession or the pilot house deck.
:andlloated intact.
But how waa tl!e Van to be brought hack to the shore! How were
None of tbe Indians, however, ventured near it, but allowed it to the voyagers to get out to her?
float away,
There were two ways. To swim or build a raft.
Experience had taught them that to Jay hands upon the qneer vehi·
Barney volunteered to swim, hut Frank would not let him. So all
4lle was to pay for it dearly. A few had rece!ved LtJe bhock from the fell to work building a raft.
dynamos.
It did not take very long. Many hands made light work, and
'l'he others, fearing to touch the mysterious vehicle, had devised the within an hour the raft was launched.
plan or sinldng the Van in the ri¥er.
It was puddled safel.v to the side or the Van.
Taking care not to come in contact with the heavily charged rail,
Frank clambered aboarJ. His first move was to discharge the cur·
rent from the rail.
Then tbe others came aboard. Tbe paddleR were run out and the
Van was turned about.
CHAPTER VIII.
Up the stream sl.ta paddled valiantly to a good landing place. Once
more ashore, our voyagers were again in high feather.
THE GOLDEN SPRING.
They had come out or their thrilling experiences qaite intact. After
all. it was that sort of thing which gave zest to the undertaking.
Once more the Moto·Vau plunged into the great forest. For days
BuT the Moto-Van did not sink or even caosize. It struck fairly,'
this was threaded, always following the conrse of the Orinoco.
righted it.self and went on down the big river.
Many incidents of a light character befell the party. But a week
But though it bad escaped destruction Barney and Pomp were dis·
tracted to see the Van tloatmg away beyond their reach.
passed before any serious mishap occurred. They were now working
They seemed powerless to check its course or to recover it.
well down toward the high cataract of the Orinoco.
A mountainous region woald then be encountered, and the scenery
It would be folly to attempt to swim out to it. The chances
against reaching it were enormons.
would undergo a great cbauge.
It looked dubious indeed. What was to be done!
Already Mount Dinda or the Parima Range, could be dimly 1le·
There was no sense in picking up 'l conflict with the natives. Barney scried far to the south.
wisely coucluded that It was better for them not to betray themselves.
The Orinoco ran around the very base or this mountain, which was
So they hovered in the verge of the sel vas keeping dark, and this eighty-five hundred feet high.
·
proved an easy thing to do.
Here the river turned, and to !ollow its course one would have to
For surlden darkness shu~ down over everything. It brought despair go to the eastward, for the river ran due west.
to thA two jokers, for it was easy enough to see that the Moto-Van
An(lt.her week or hard traveling brought the voyagers to tbe base of
might drift an irreclaimable distance in· that brief night.
this mountain.
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They now left the dark selvas eternally behind them, and it might
be truly said that they were not wholly sorry. The country !fow pre·
S(!nted an open and more encouraging aspect.
•
There were fertile plains and rich uplands. Babbling brooks and
cooling springs.
·
' . ~~
" Here is tlle reg1on for golcl!" cried Frank, enthusiastically. "I
will wager my life on it. The soil is very auriferous:" ...";,,_,..
"That is true!" agreed the professor. "1 have almost got the
fever!"
One day they camped in a little pass at the bead of which, full
sixty miles away, they saw the summit of Mount Maravoca.
It was a deligiJtful green spot on the mountain side. A cooling
spring gushed from beneath a rock near by.
"Tha.t water looks too tempting," said the professor; "I am going
to try a drink of it."
"Good!" cried Frank, "bring men cup of it."
"I will do so."
The professor reached the spring and dipped up some of the water.
As he did so be saw something glittering in the tmbhling sands.
Be stopped in the act ol drinking and forgot hie thirst. Be reached
down and took up a bandfal of the sand.
It was but a moment's work to turn it over in his band.
Tllen he cried excitedly:
"Gold! oceans of it!"
For a moment the scientist was very mach excited. Then be turned
and beckoned to Frank.
The discovery of gold always creates a fever in the breast of man,
cYen though be be blessed with a superabundance of this world's
,goods.
In a moment Frank was by the side of tile scientist, and the two
men were actively engaged in digging out the spring.
All along the rivulet which led from It signs of gold were found.
In fact the soil all about the place held the precious ore.
Frank bad heard much of the gold fields of Venezuela and Guiana.
But he bad never believed that it Jay !IO openly on the surface as tllis.
"Why," be declared, "there must be millions of dollars in this
hill9lde. We might stake out a claim here and start a city if it was
only in the United States.''
"You are right, '' agreed the professor. "And it would not be so
very dltncnlt to wash out quite a little fortune !Jere lor ourselves.''
"Have you the fever!'' laughed Frank.
"I own that I have!"
"Well, we will stay here a few days if you desire. I believe I have
some chemicals and a racker on board the Van. We will become
miners for a time.''
"Good!" cried Peregrine, "it will also enable me to add to my
geological collection!"
The professor entered into the project witiJ vim. Even Barney and
Pomp did a little placer mining on their own account.
It was fascinating diversion as the reader may well imagine, and
made occupation for the travelers for a number of days.
In that space or time they bad succeeded in extracting a number of
tbonsacd dollars wortiJ of the precious metal from the soil.
This was stowed away in bags aboard the Moto-Van. Four days
had thus ueen spent when an exciting Incident occurred.
Frank was indulging in a siesta on the pilot-house deck under an
awning. Barney was polishing brass and Pomp was in the cooking
galley.
The professor was washing gold.
Suddenly tbe thud of horses' hoof9 was beard. Frank started up
and gave a little cry of astonishme:;t.
. A srore of mounted men were about the vehicle. They had just
ridden out of tbe mountain pass.
They rode the tough wiry little horses peculiar to Venezuela. They
wer!' swarthy, r?ugb looking men and genuine types of the Gringo.
Their manner did not appear altogether friendly.

CHAPTER IX.
THE BOUNDARY POLICE.

'lK-" professor dropped his mining tools and came toward the Moto·
Van. To his amazement and that or Frank as well, the leader or the
hcnsemeo reined his horse in front of him.
Io a surly tone he cried m tbe Spanish tongue:
"Dog of an Englishman! what do you here?"
"Eh!" exclaimed Pere~~;rine somewhat tartly. " Who are you?"
A. Spanish oath was the reply.
" We are loyal citizens or Bolivar," returned the horseman. "We
demand the gold you have taken from our soil."
Perel!:rine'e temper arose at once.
· .. Well, you won't get it!" he replied defiantly. "I can tell you
that, sir! Gold, when found in such a wilderness as this, is the lawful property of the finder."
"That may be English lnw," replied the Gringo, " but it won't
work b~~re in Venezuela. We know you Johnny Bolls right well.
You'll steal anything top of the earth. Everybody knows that our
boundary line should be the Essequinbo River, wbile you claim the
Orinoco.''
Light ll11sbed across the rmiods of both the professor and Frank
Reade, Jr., at that moment.
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It was evident that these Venzuelans bad mistaken them for En·
glishmen.
•
Now the state of feeling in regard to the bouoilary · line between
British Guiana and Venezuela was well known. 'l'he Gringos and the
British settlers were in a constant state of warfare.
Frank saw at once that it was easy to appease the Gringos by the
announcement tiJat they were· Americans.
So he cried:
"You don't like your English neighbors!"
•• Why should we?" retorted the leader of the band, " they have
usurped our most valuable rights, have laid claim to our best gold
mines and are trying to force us beyond the Orinoco."
"Well," said Frank, quietly, "that bas notiJing to do with us."
"It bas everything to do with you, for you are digging gold on our
land, whJcb you have no rigiJt to do."
"You are mistaken,'' said Frank in the some quiet manner;
" we are not the cbnracters you take us for. Venezuela bas no
warmer friends than the Americans.''
The Gringo's manner changed. ·
"Live the Americans!" shouted the troop. " Live Washington!
Live Bolivar!''
/
" You are not Americans!" asked the leader in surprise.
"We are,'' replied Frank, "and warm friends of your people."
The Gringo leader doffed his sombrero and bowed low.
"If that is true," be cried, "you shall keep the gold! America
and Venezuela are one. We are brothers. Venezuela owes a great
debt to Uncle Sam.''
Then with a tinge of distrust in his voice:
" You have passports!"
" Here tlley are!''
Frank produced the passports and showed them to the Gringo.
His manner instantly changed.
" I am glad to meet you and your friends, Senor Reade," be declared. "I am Lieutenant Gabriel San Bonita of the government
service. We are mounted guards lor tile boundary, and it is our
duty to prevent British pilrerers from commg over here to dig our
gold."
"I am glad to meet you,'' declared Frank.
Then he tte•.ailed the story of their great trip along the Orinoco.
San bonita was delighted.
In a ,very short while all were upon the best of terms. The mounted
guard came down from tl!eir horses, and Frank treated them to wine
and fold.
From San Bonita, Frank learned that they were not far from the
Brazilian boundary, as well as that or British Guiana.
"But our coumry hopes to get their rights some time, " declared
San Bonita, "through the good otnces of tile United States.''
"If your claims are jast Uncle Sam will stand by yon, be sore!"
said Frank.
A map was produced, and San Bonita gave Frank mach valuable
information about the course which be intended to take.
"But Raraima, the w<>nderland," he said, "is only partly in Venezuela, Senor Reade. A large portion of it lies In British Guiana. But
for that matter there wiii be no molestation, for I doubt if you will
lind a single white man in that whole region at tbie moment.''
"Indeed!" said Frank, in surprise, "it must be inaccessible.''
"It is quite so unless one bas a base of supplies.
Without
doubt upon those mighty plateaus one might ~nd the means of
sustenance, but to get up there is a fo;,at never yet accomplished.''
"Then the region about is rather barren and desolate?"
"Extremely so. Even _ wil d animals seem to have forsaken it•
There are ~ections wbicl! it would be ditncnlt for man or beast to
traverse Without starvatiOn.''
tll" Indeed!"
. '.'But in l'Our case it is very different. You probably have proVISIOns In plenty aboard your wagon.''
•• Yes/,
" Th.en you will experien~e no trontJle. I wish you a pleasant
trip, .senors. Adios.''
The !Jeutenant mounted as did the rest of his company. They
rode away slowly under the; boiling sun.
" Well," said the professor, after they had gone. " What do yon
think of visiting Raraima, Frank!''
·• We will go there!" said the young inventor, "but whether we
can succeed In reaching the tops of the plateaus or not, I cannot.
say.''
"Perhaps we can devise a plan!"
"We will try!"
" Shall we start to-day?"
" If yon are done washing gold."
" I am quite done!"
"Very well. We will start this hour."
All effects were packed aboard the Moto-Van, and the spring of
gold and its no limited treasures were left be bind.
They were now journeying along the northern base or the Parima
Mountains. t
These formed the bonn<lary line between Venezuela and Brazil.
And they served the purpose well.
Ftor in most places they were inaccessible steeps. In fact the
great cliffs and peaks had all the appearance of towers and battlements.
" If Venezuela and Brazil were to go to war," said Peregrine, "they
would never need to build forts. Just equip those heights with beavJ
cannon and Gibraltar would be outdone."
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"Yon are right," agreed Frank; " but the great wars of the future
will be conducted on the seas."
" Do you believe that!'
• "I dol"
The professor was not in a mood to dispute Frank. He reflected
llpoo the mighty navies or tbe world and realized the logic of this
statement.
Burney and Pomp had amassed quite a respecta~le fortune from
the gollt diggings. They were enth11slastic over Venezuela.
" It's a nugbty hot plac11,'' said Baruey; " · but barrio' the beat it's
a8 foiue a place as I iver visited!"
"Golly I I don' aeer bow bot it am," cried Pomp; " it kain't beat
old Kyarline in de hot season, I jes' reckon. I likes it, I does."
Tbe Van now rolled on through a picturesque region.
The Parima range upon the south presented a tremendously grand
aspect. Upon the other band extended a plain, green, fertile, and ad
level as a lloor.
Over this the Van bowled merrily; !t waB a delightful experience.
Thus far the weather had been of a torrid description, fully characteristic of the troptcs.
But now tbe sky began to assume a. brassy appearance, and the sun
looked like a misty circle of smoked glass. It needed no other phenomena to assure Frank and Peregrine tllat a storm was i·n near prospect.
And 11 storm in the tropics is generally a ma.tter of some concern.
It very often asijumes the form of a destructive llurricane.
"Looks a little like trouble overhead," remarl>ed Peregrine.
"Yes," agreed Frank, •• I think we are likely to have a storm."
"H11d we-not better seek cover somewhere?"
"I have had au eye out for a place," said Frank. "Perhaps we
cal! find a bole in some of these cliffs."
" Tllere," cried Peregrine; "ti.Jero is a likely place yonder. It is a
cleft in the mountain wall. Will we not be secluded there!"
"It looks 11ke just tho place for us," replied Frank; "let us go
thither."
And the Van wae turnerl in that direction. In a few moments it>..
was upon the point or entering tbe cleft.
It was ·a sheltered spot and the voyagers could certainly have avoided the force of tlle gale here. But at tbat moment a t hought came to
Frllnk.
He saw that a little stream trickled down through the place.
The
wails looked worn and Hmuoth as if from the actwn of water.
He stopped the machine.
·• What i§ tl!e matter, Frank!'' asked Peregrine in surprise.
" I don't behave we bad better risk staying here," said Frank.
"Why not!"
,
"It looks to me as if the storm was in the habit of making a water
ccurBe of this defile. Very likely a raging torrent will fill it."
·• By Plato, you are ril(ht, Frank!" exclaimed the prof~>ssor. "I
never tbou~ht of ti.Jat at all. It won't do to stay here a moment.'' .
- Back down the green slope the machine ran. And at that moment
a:distant aullan booming was beard.
"The storm is comiu~!" cried Pere~rine. "We must mak<' baste.''
Hastily the adventurers now looked for a place of refuge. But none
seemed to offer.
Frank drew back the lever and let the machine run at full speed
along the base of the mountain. To the north was the mighty :eve!
plain.
It would never do to go there. The place to seek refuge was in the
bills.
On ran the Van at a terrific rate of speed. Down the valley swifter
yet rolled a wall of mist.
H wns hot nod suffocating like steam. In a mom ent it spread down
around the Van in a mighty impenetrable veil of gloom.
It was madn•~sl! to attempt to run ahead at such speed now, for not
an object could be seen on either eide. Frailk was compelled to come
to a dead stop.

CHAPTER X.
THE B RITISH FLAG,

IT would have been madness to attempt to go ahea.d in such a dense
fog.
·
·
· bt mean t be d es t rilctwu
·
Obstncles were 1egwn,
an d a co11·lSlon
m1g
•f the Moto-Van.
So Frank brought it tor. complete stop. Then the voyagers all
looketl blankly at each other.
What was to be done!
" Begorra, I niver eee sich a fog, even in ould Oireland!" declared
&rnev.
"Golly! I dono link it am laike a reg'lllr Georgy swamp m1st, ~
suid Pomp.
"It carne down so sudden," commented Frank.
"Bot it will go more sudden," declared the professor. " The moment the storm strikes us it will vanisll in a wllitf. Then-we shall
be in a hnd straight in this open plnce.''
Frank knew this was so.
The powerful hurricane would lilt the Van like a feather and per·
haps 11ttterly destroy it. But what could be done to avoid this!
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To attempt to anchor it would be apparent folly. To seek a place
of shelter now in the fog seemed impossible.
Truly the situation was a desperate one, and every moment was
valuable.
Alr~ady the hot mist was beg,i nning to surge. A distant awful
boommg was beard.
"The storm is coming," cried Peregrine.
Frank was in one frenzied moment the victim of despair. Then he
acted upon a sodden and daring move.
He knew that to climb up the mountain-side in the mist would be
madness. He bad seen a ship at sea run before a gale until the gale
bad outstripped it.
It seemed to him that this was now tke only course left to !Jim.
So, with sodden impulse, be beaded the machine out across the
plain, and polled the lever wide open.
Tlle electric engines responded nobly, the machine leaped forward.
In the whirling wall of mist he could not see where be was going.
But he knew that the plain was level and smooth. There were few
obstacles upon it.
Peregrine, pallid as death, clutched his arm.
" My soul! Where are you going, Frank?" be whispered.
" To outrun the gale, if I can,'' replied the young inventor.
"Across the plain!"
"Yes!''
" But-if we strike anything--''
"We must chance it!"
Not another word was spoken. It seemed to the voyagers as if
they were !lying on the wings of the wind.
Peregrine saw a minute tick around on the chronometer. It seemed
,
to him an age.
Then the furies of a literal hades raved about the machine. The
storm bad burst.
The bot mist Vllnisbed as if by magic, and the air instantly became
chill. Rain and wind bowled about the machine like a mighty whirlwind.
It seemed at times as if it must be overturned. But Frank's iron
hand at the wheel steadied it.
On and on with maddening speed the machine ran. Still the hurricane pursued.
One-two-four-eigbt-lifteen ~minutes were recorded by the
chronometer. It could not last much longer. Twenty minutes was
the average life of these· storms.
The professor clung to Frank's arm. Soddenly there came a lull.
The mist was swept up & little ahead and a thrilling sight was revealed.
There dead ahead was a broad river, its banks swollen by the
flood. Straight toward it they were llying.
" We are lost!'' shrieked Peregrine; " we shall go into that river.''
•• It won't hurt us," gritted Frank; "not unless we capsize."
Frank, however, jammed the lever back and checked speed. The
next moment the machine shot into the river.
Of course it went below the surface, but came up like r. cork.
It floated on the swift rushing current and was swept down stream
with grea~ speed.
Of course there was nothing for the voyagers to do bot to bang on.
W!Jat the outcome would be they could only guess.
If the machine struck a series of rapids, or was sent over a cata·
ract, then all would be ended. But it did not come to that.
It was the last mighty effort of tbe storm.
'l'lle next roornent the wind ceased its force, the rain gusts stopped,
and the great wall of m1st rolled away to the northward.
The storm was over.
In a few moments tbe sun burst forth again and our voyagers
looked out upon a curious scene.
The river uvon the surface of which they were at that moment waa
swollen above its banks.
It ran through the !(reat plniu which was now glistening with the
rainfall. Upon eitller hand ti.Je same level country extended.
The Parima range of mountains was scarcely visible to the southward. The Van must have run a long distance before the storm.
Frank thi·ew out the paddles and steered the Van to the shore. Out
of the water the machine emerged like a dock all dripping and wet.
The voyagers could truly congratnla~e themselves upon a very narrow escape from a serious calamity, if not death.
The machine was badly si.Jaken up and it became necessary for
Frank to examine it and make a few repairs.
Darkness now shut down once more and there was nothing for it
bot to camp on ti.JP spot.
This was done and all retired much fatigued. A refreshing nigh.t's
rest however, proved a restorative.
The next morning Frank started the Van ahead going directly
eastward. The Parima mountains here described a semi·clrcle and
he knew that he would strike the range again at a point fur~ber on.
On bowled the machine at a lively rate.
Finally they again found themselves at the base of the Pnrimas.
But here Frank caught sight of an object wllicb caused him to check
the speed of the machine.
Far upon the mountain slope there was a ;all pole and on it bung a
flag.
Frank and the professor studied it a moment, and then robbed their
eyes aa if they bad not seen straight.
" Great Cicero!" ejaculated Peregrine. " What do yon make it out
to be, Frank? It is not a Spanish flag."
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"PBbaw!" declared the cool Englishman. "You needn't be afraid
" No," replied the young inventor, drawing a deep breath, " it is an
or Venezuela getting into any international difficulty with En!Ziand.
English Jack!"
It would cost her a little too much. You shall see bow
Tbey exchanged glances.
" Wby, we're not off our reckoning so mooh as that?" asked Pere- these gay Gringos."
San Bonita at the head of his men was much excited.
grine. " Are we in Guiana!"
He pointed to the British flag and cried:
" We are in Venezuela!"
"Down with that tlag! It has no right on Venezuela soil.
" How then can the British flag wave here!"
down, I say!"
Frank ahook his head gravely.
'
With loud shouts two of the Gringos started to execute this order.
" If Bonita and his men were here now," be said, " I fear there
would be trouble. They are probably a band or British prospectors But Throckmorton in a voice of thunder shouted:
"Hold! the man who puts a hand on that tlng dies!''
and fancy that they are on British soil."
The Gringos instinctively paused. Instantly San Bonita sprung
" In tbat case,'' snid Peregrine, "ought we not to warn them!"
/
" Humph! it is bardly likely they would ~elieve ns. HoweTer, I am from his horse and confronted the giant prospector.
Tile Venezuelan's face was flame red. His band was upon his sword
inclined to pay the spot a visit."
hilt. .
" Do by all means!"
Frank at once headed tbe machine up the green slope. In a 1 "By what right do you tly an English flag here, sir!'' be asked,
short while they came upon a little leve.l shelf of land which was with keen and cutting emphasis; "this is an affront to our govern.
backed by the mountain wall.
1 ment."
Here were the hastily erected cabins of the prospectors. A score
"Your Government?" said Throckr11orton, coolly; "pray what ia
of rough men were seen at work in a ditch. A: number of donkeys your Government?"
gra:~ed near by.
"The State of Venezuela, which owns every foot of t.hisland."
It was truly a prospectors' camp.
"What!" exclaimed the finical Englishman, "do you m'ean to say
The miners probably bad crossed the mountains from Guiana and that this is really Venezuelan soil?''
"I do!" replied Bouita, sternly,
had made a r:ch discovery.
"Well, that is new to me!" said Throckmorton, sardonically. ''I
They werll delving for the yellow metal with much energy. As
believed that this land is vElry much in dispute at present. Our Eng·
the Van appeared, however, a sensation was created.
Instantly all the miners dropped their shovels and pans and rush- !ish Government also claims It. Until that dispute is !ettled, in what
ed out with ri§es in their hands. It was evident that they were is it yours more than ours?"
Bonita fumed with rage.
upon the defensive.
"lL is Vene:~uelan SOil,'' he declared. "Venezuela does not admit
" That looks suspicions,'' said Peregrine.
•• They sP.em to know
the British claim."
that they are doing what they ought uot to.''
"Oh, she does not, eh? Why then is she willing to arbitrate?"
"That is so," agreed Erank. "Let ns open a parley."
"I am informed by good authority that there Will be no arbitration
Frank opened the pilot house window an<l hailed them. An anonly in favor or Venezuelu," replied Bonita with dignity. "In any
swer came instnn~ly back.
case you have no right to come here and plant your tlag."
"Who are yon and what do you want here?"
"As good a right as yon!"
"We are American travelers," replied Frank; "have no fear. We
are not roes.''
"On that point we diller.''
"Well,
allowing that we differ, what are you going to do
The American flag floated above the pilot bouse so that this could
about it?"
not be disputed. At once the interloping miners were reassured.
" I am going to pull down that fiag and warn you to go back across
A number of them came forward
That they were Englishmen could be seen at a glance. Tbe leader, the line. Without passports you will l.>e liable to arrest."
Throckmorton bit his lip.
a powerful fellow, dressed in Scotch plaid made a low bow and said:
"You are riding a high horse, Gringo," he said. "Now Jet me tell
"Good day to you gentlemen. How do yon manage to travel i!1
yon a story. Suppose you insuh tllat flag? It·ie backed by the strongthat sort of coach without horses?"
The fellow introduced himself as Roger Throckmorton from Derner· est government in ~he world, which could crush Venezuf:lla without a
ara, and openly admitted that they were gold bunters.
tremor. Your president would be notified or the iusult and indemFrank explained the Moto·Van to the miners to tlleir great curios- uity demanded. In the eveut of defiance warships would batter down
ity, and Throckmorton said:
tlle very mountains about Caraccas. Where would your government
"You Yanl\ees can't be beat for new fangled ideas. Who the deuce be then!"
Bonita's face was crimson •
would ever think of getting up such a rig as that! Why man, iu Lon·
."Dog!" be llissed. " Do you think tllat a Venzuelan knows rear!
don you could make your fortune putting that and yourself on exllibition."
Do you think that your cowardly, bullyinb government could carry"No doubt," replied Frank; "but I don't want the fortune bad out such a programmt>? Is Ver.ezuela without friends? The very
enough. But look here, my friends-are you not doing a bit or tres· moment that your destroying warship appeared in front of Caraccas
pasding!"
she would find an American man-of-war tuere to meet here. In nuion
"Eh!" exclaimed Throckmorton, flushing a bit. "What do you tllere is strength, and every government in this western hemisphere
mean!,
will join hands agai nat the despots of the East."
Tllrockmorton's face was livid. It was a tellin!!: shot.
"This is supposed to he Veuezuelan soil, Is it not?"
"Humtlh !" he sneered. " Where are Uncle Sam's ships? A mush"Pshaw! we don't admit 'that. We go by the Schomburgk line.
This is bound to belong to England.''
room navy! Why, one of the Queen's Tllunderers would put his whole
navy
to sleep.''
"I fear you would have trou ble if the Spanish discovered you
This was crowding upon Frank's toes. The young inventor had inhere," said · Frank. "We met quite a little body of boundary police
above here a ways."
tended to remain neutral. But color leaped into his fnce, and be said:
Throckmorton gave a start.
·• This is an example of the traditional hatred of England for Amer"The deuce vou did!" he exclaimed. "Eb, what's that? Are ica. If you have such confidence in your superior power, Mr. TiJroclcthose the chaps!"
morton, why does not your government take up the gauntlet which
Throckmorton pointed to the verge of tht~ plateau. A body of Uncle Sam has thrown down for you many a time?"
armed men had appeared there. It was very easy to reco.,.nize them
"You can thank your stars that we have not," said Throckmorton,
as San Bonita's men, and the Venezuelan lieutenant ;as at tileir stiffly, "but the time is coming when England will give you Yankees
a licking you won't forget.''
head •.
"It is quite good of 3'0ur people to forbear," said Frank, with a
caustic smile. "Meanwhile we shall shiver in anticipation of that

I

wbippin~."

" ¥ oull get it nllver fear," growled Throckmorton; " but I can see
that you are inclined to side with tllese low-lived Gringos. Anything
to work against England. Perhaps you would like to pall down that
HOW FRANK SETTLED AN INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE.
flag yourself!'' he sneered.
" It is my opinion that until the boundary dispute is settled it
\
FoR a moment Frank felt every vein in his body tingle. It was a bas no right to wave here," said Frar.k resolutely.
thrilling situation, in truth.
Throckmorton's face turned black.
What had brought San Bonita and his men back to the spot was a
"Do you mean that!'' be llisse<l.
mJ·stery. It looked like fate.
.
" I do!''
Throckmorton and his men instinctively clutched their rilles. The
He glared at Frank savagely a moment. Then be turned nngraYenezut~lans were coming on at a masterly gallop.
ciously about snarling:
A collision was certain.
'' Well, it will remain here and continue to wave!"
Frank cudgeled his brain for some way of averting it.
Frank was almo~t sorry that he bad heeded the rascal's words in•
" Yes, yes," ~e cried, has~ily, to the English prospectot;. " these are the lir~t place. . He could already see the inconvenience or being
Venezuelan police; there will be troui'lle. Flee for your lives!"
drawn mto the dispute as well as tbe possible bad taste for his disBut Throckmorton only shrugged his giant shoulders and grinlied.
posiLion was to act rather as a mediator.
'
''The time bas not come yet," he said, gri mly, "for a Briton to
But Throckmorton's words and bullying manner was ,extremely irriturn teels .to a G_ringo. Gondt~I?,Jn their skins, if they get uppish with . tating ~nd .so we_ll_ ~onvinced was the young Inventor that he was
ue, they will get mto hot water!
wrong 10 lns position that his own natural love or lair play would as·
"But they believe you to be interlopers," cried Frank; "it will cer- sert iteelf.
tainly bring about a calamity, I warn you."
Throckmorton bad turned about, but Bonita said sharply:

CHAPTER XI.
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"Pardon, Senor Englishman. What am I to do about the flag? ain range. When the last one was out of sight Frank turned and
said:
w111 allow you to pull it down yourself if you choose."
"Never!'' yelled 'l'hrockmonon; "and the man who attempts to
•• My ease was strong and I knew it. In' the first place the Engso insult the Queen shall pay for it with his life!"
·
lish government would never sanction these rascals trespassing here.
Bomta unsheathed his sword and spoke to his men who clost!d Throckmorton knows it and would never care make a complaint."
behind him. Then he started for the flag-stalf.
"Senor Reade," said Bonita with shining eyee. "You are our
friend! We will not forget yon!"
Be caught Frank's eye and the young inventor said:
"Do not get in too deep."
. "It was simply to settle the dispute," laughed Frank; " that is
"I would be untrue to my trust and my country if I did not the best victory I ever won, and the best of it is it was a bloodless
sacrifice my life if need be in her honor.''
one?"
•
"He is rlgbt," said Peregrine, to Frank.
"Actually I'm afraid
Once more the voyaeers bade farewell to the Venezuelans und re·
there will be trouble Frank."
sumed tbe journey to Raraima. This was not so very far oti now.
It certainly looked like it.
Throckmorton held his rifle ready for use. For a moment Frank
was in a dilemma. What could he do?
CHAPTER XII.
He hated to see Bonita lose his life. On the otber band, he knew
that his interference miebt mean an !nternationul affair.
.A CALAldl'fY-THE END.
While in tllis momentary quandary a sudden daring plan suggested
itself. Fear of consequences was overruled.
THE Moto-Van bowled on up tbe Parima Valley. They were now
He knew that if Bonita placed a band 'upon tbe flag pole that mo· drawing hourly nearer tbe wonderland.
ment Throckmorton would shoot him. Then would surely follow
But .Frank had been doing some serious thinking.
9loodshed.
The Van bad traveled a good ways, and suffered great wear and
"Get aboard, Peregrine, quick!'' he said. "I've got a plan.''
tear. In fact, it was not difficult to see that it was literally wearing
The Professor lost no time.
out.
Both sprung Into the Van. Then Frank went forward to the elecNot only were the wheels growing '\'leak, but the shell and the ruu•
tric gun.
ning gear were getting shaky.
l
Quick as n flash he placed a shell in tbe breech. He aimed dead
The same rate of speed could not be maintained as at first.
-·
1
for the !lag pole.
When it was recalled that the machine had . undergone some terThe work of the electric gun was silent. But the shell struck the ribly rough experieoce8, tl.tis was not greatly to be wondered at.
Frank consulted with tbe professor upon this point.
flag pole and there was a terrific roar. It fell, and with !t the English colora.
" We have been fully six weeks in this region," he said, "and dur•
It is fair to say that Bonita and his men were fully as astonished as ing this time W!'l have done little but bump over rough ground or scrape
the Englishmen. 'fbey paused in utter stupefaction.
our way through roug\1 forests, and navigate rivers and lagoons. The
Neither the Venezuelan nor the Englishman believed that there was machine bas lteen subjected to a twisting and wrenclling, such as no
a gun capable of tbrowiog such a shell aboard tbe Moto·Van. They ' ordinary vehicle could stand."
did not once think cr tbe shot as coming from there.
" Ah!" said Peregrine, "it would be well to mnke some repairs beWhere bad it come from? There was no sign of artillery In the fore going further.''
vicinity, nor 11oytbing to explain its possible presence there.
" Tbere iii tbe trouble,'' said Frank, "I fear that is going to be im·
The execution done by the dynamite shell w~ts something terrific. possible. You see worn out material has to be replaced. We have
The flag-pole was not only uprooted, but a bole large enough to bury not the stock to do that with.''
The iJrofessor's race fell.
a dozen men was blown out of the earth under it.
However one of Throckmorton's men bad seen the actions or Frank
"That is IJad," he said, "is there any immediate danger of the
Reade, Jr., in discharging the gun. · He at once told the English machil:e giving out!"
prospector,
•· Perhaps not an immecliat,e danger," replied Frank.
" What then ought we do!"
Throckmorton's face was livid.
He instantly shouted to his men.
" I l.iave a proposition to make. It seems to me that we are going
"To arms every one of ye! I'll hang those Yankees ,for this if 1 die to do well if we make Ciudad Bolivar with the Moto-Vao. That is
almost due north from here."
for it next moment.
Peregrine looked uisappointed.
With a cheer the score of prospectors sprung from their ditch. But
" What?" he exclaimed, "give up our exploration of the wonderFrank was ready for th~m.
He was determined to make It a bloodless battle if he could. His land!"
Frank inclined his head.
eoe desperate plan was t..> overawe the combatants.
"That would be too bad,'' said Peregrine, bitterly, "that was tbe
So he fire.i a shell at tile base of a huge atone, bebmd which the Enprime
object or our coming to Venezuela."
r;lishmen were advancing. There was a shock like an eartl1qnake,
"Very
true," agreed Frank. "Ami I would not binder it were 'it
and it wus instantly reduced to powder.
not for imperative necessi•.y."
Even Throckmorton paused in fear and wonderment.
"Then you cons1der it au imperativ~ necessity, do you.!"
Then Fr~~pk shouted~
"I do."
"Consider well what you do! I have n deadly electric gun here,
Peregrme could not master his keen disappointment. Seein.,. this,
with which I could destroy your whole navy, S1r Throckmorton. I
"'
might wipe you all out of existeocet~~ nd tile world W011ld never be the Frank said:
" But for all that, the project need not be wholly abandoned.''
wiser for it!"
Peregrine raised his head eagerly.
Throckmorton's spirit was cowed. He trembled like a leaf.
"Ab!'' be cried. "How can it be consummated safely!"
It was easy for him to see that Frank spoke the truth. Yet be
"We can come to Venezuela at some future ume, if nothing occurs
burned for veneeance. However, he could never hope to gain it if he
to prev~ot. We may then make the explor:1tion of the wonderland a
sacriliced his life needlessly now.
special
matter."
So he stilled hie hatred ami rage and cried:
"But we are here now," said Peregrine, "and that is half the
" Whut right have you to slloot down her Majesty's flag in tbat1
battle. I am an old man, and the future is an uncertainty for me.''
way? Yon will pay for it!"
.
"Yet can you consider it practicable to explore Raraima now?"
"Tut, tut!" said Frank. "I did it to avoid a collision between you asked
"You lmow tbat if the machine should give ou~ we
and Bonita. There would ·have been bloodshed if I had not done so.'' would Frank.
be obliged to leave it, and that would give us many hundreds
" There will be in any event," cried the enragec Britisher. " Fire of miles through a terrible wilderness to travel on foot. We could
on the occm·sed Gringos, boys!''
hardly hope to make it without loss of life."
'' Ready arms!" cried San Bonita.
Peregrine was not an obstinate man. He could not help but see
But Frank shouted:
that Frank was in the maio right.
"Hold! Fire one shot, and I'll sweep you all from the face of the
Of course it was a bitter disappointment to him. But after all life
earth. There shall be no fighting bert>. Let this affair end!"
is largely made up of such things. So be finally said:
" Then you dare our govemmentt" hissed Throckmorton. "You
"Frank, I believe you are ~ight. We will do well to reach Angoswill take the consequences of making this alfl\ir iotemational!"
tura.''
,. .
"I will!" declared Frank. "And fair-minced men will back me · The course of the Mota-Van was at once changed. Barney and
up. Now as for you, Mr. Throckmorton, you are on Venezuelan soil Pomp were not sorry.
without passports. The best thing you can do is to retire to the other
They had l!aked for many week!! in the tropical sun, and the prosside of tlte hne. Tbere will be surely trouble if you stay here."
pect of getting home was by no means an unwelcome one.
The Englishman was white with fury.
The region between them and Ciudad Bolivar was a wiltl and unset" I w11l not go!'' be said.
tled one.
" Very well," sahl Frank, placing a shell in the electric gun, " there
But most or the way it consisted of level plains, where ·the macbine
is but one course left for me to prevent a fight. I must wipe you all could run at a good speed.
·
out of existence.''
They passed Within fair ~iew of the great elevated plateau of Rarai"Yon don't dare do that."
ma, v1sjble nearly sixty miles to the southward.
"You shad! see, I bid you pick up your 'traps and leave within
It was a great temptation to Frank to proceed thither at once, but
thirty minutes!"
.
his better sense prevailed and he did not do so. The Hoto- Van kep~
Throckmorton raved and cursed. Then he acc11pted discretion as on her northern course.
the better part of valor.
"We will make a Tisit to Raraima at some future day," he de·
The Englishmen packed their camp and retired beyond the mount· clared.

.ALONG
•· Then if I am alive I beg you will include me in the party,"
saiu Peregrine.
.
"I wlll most certainly do so," agreed Frank. ..
Days passetl without any thrilling incident. The great wilderness
began to vanish in their rear.
Then the voyagers came to evidences of settlement.
One day
they ran upon a party or Gringo drovers.
Constant surveillance was required to graze cat~le in these wilds
for fear or wild beasts.
Whenever the native Venezuelans were mel, they treated ~he
American travelers with marked dis~inctlon.
"The Americans are our friends," they declared. "We will
never be untrue to them."
Still northward tho machine ran.
Now threading a jungle or
forest, winding through a mountain pass or ferrying a river or
lake.
Small frontier towns became common, and at length they came to a
wide stream which was a confluent of t he Orinoco.
" We are only fifty miles from Ciudad Bohvar, r.· declared Frank,
joyfully. " We shall soon be there.''
Progress for the first few days had been painfully slow.
The Moto-Van was fast giving out. She could scarcely maintain a
speed of four or fivl! miles an hour.
Like the deacon's "one boss shay," she seemed likely to go to
pieces " all at once.'' Great care was necessary.
" Let us get her to Ciudad, " said Frank, " t hen we will place her
aboard tbe steamer {lnd ask no more of her.''
" She ongbt to go fifty miles further," said Peregrine.
"Ob, Y'\1!· I tlnuk ::he will do that easily. Now to cross the river."
'l'he current was moderately swift, there being some rapids half a
mile below. The distance across was two bunl!red yards.
Frank ran the machine into the water and threw out the paddles.
All or her passengers noticell a peculiar motion.
But she paddled half way across the river when a sudden jarring
sound was beard from ~he catlin.
" What is that!" exclaimed Peregrine in alarm.
Frank started np, but at that moment Barney came rushing out or
llhe pilot house.
"Misther Frank," be cried; "shore, the driving bar av the bind
axle has broke an' punched a hole in the shell av the Van, sor, an'
the wather is coming in loike a flood.''
" Mercy on us!" cried the young inventor; "she will sink! Put on
all speed, Barney.''
_ , " Shure, sor, the machinery won't work now at all, at all!"
This was true enough, as might have been expected. The Van
floated helplessly in the current.
Aud while the water was pouring into her sqe was drifting down
toward the rapids.
There was no saving her, as FrBnk at once saw. She was doomed
never to return to America.
Realizing this, the young inventor saw that self preservation was
the next thing to consider.
" There is only one chance for us," be cried. "We must swim for
it. Barney and Pomp, you can easily make it. Come, professor, I'll
assist you."
"Not a bit of it,'' criell Peregrine, throwing off his coat. "I am a
regular water duck. I can take care of myself. Lead the way!" .
And ovet the rail all 'sprang. They were none too soon. 'l'he next
moment the Moto-Van sunk.

There had beeu no time to save any etfacts. Ali had come like a
flash. There could be only one thought, and that was· the preserntion of life.
It was lucky for the voyagers that they encountared no alligators.
They mude the shore safely, and crawling out, sank down in the hot
sand.
Then they had leisure to ruminate upon the catastrophe and at
same time wring ~be water out of their clothes.
For some while all were much ..iepressed. Many valuable effects
had gone down with the Van.
01 course there mig ht have been a possibility of resurrecting the11e.
But it would be a difficult task, and all concluMd not to attempt it.
Their situation, however, was not of the worst.
To be sore tbey were tilLy miles from Ciudad Bolivar, but there were
l>laotations not far distant where they might hope to obtain horses.
" Well," said Frank with a. deep breath. " What I had feared baa
happened. It is very lucky for us that we are not away down there
in the Raraima region."
"You are right, Frank," said Peregrine. "Your judgment was
sound. It is well that we acted upon it. But I deeply regret the lose
of the Van!"
"Well, so do I."
",It was a marvelous invention.''
"Yes!'' agreed Frank, "the Moto-Van was very well constructed,
but the next vehicle I build wlll be a batter one.''
"Will you construct another soon?" asked Peregrine, eligerly.
"It is quite likely. I shall make my plans 'jVIJeo I reach Readestown," declared Frank.
.
After the voyagers had dried their clothes tbe start for Ciodad waa
mnde. Frank found fortunately that he bad an ample supply of
money on his person.
Tramping through the tropical forest for five miles brought. them to
the plantation of a wealthy Gringo. Here they were hospitably received.
Don Estavan the host ball not horses enough, but he dispatchetl a
peon to an adjoining plantation where three of the hardy litUe ponies
were secured.
That night the adventurers spent on a Venezuelan plantation. The
next morning they wished their host adieu and roue away.
Forty-five miles in QJle day is a long journey in the tropics, but they
finally made it, and at nigh~lali reached Angostura.
Their appearance created some little excitement, and the newspapers or the town came out with glowing o.cconnts of the wonderful ex·
peditiOO,
A party of Gringos set out to recover the Moto-Vao. Whether they
succeeded or not our adventurers never knew. But if they did it is
hardly likely that the vehicle proved or any material service to them.
The Americans spent several days of rest In Ciudad Bolivl'r. Then
they embarked on board a steamer for Caraccas, thence sailing for
New York.
.
Their safe arrival was noted m due time. And hero the great expedition came to an end.
_
" When you get ready to return to Raraima be sure and let me
know," said Peregrine in parting.
"I will do so," agreed Frank.
Prof. Peregrine is yet in Washington. Frank RP-ade, Jr., is at his
home in Readestown. So also are Barney and Pomp, and with thlB
announcement we beg to say for a time au revoir.
[THE END.)
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BOW TO RAISE bOat!, PO~LTRY, PIGEONS AND UABBITS.-A
useful and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated. By Ira Drotraw. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the Umted
States and Canada, or sent to your ad~ress, post-paid, on receipt of
price. Ad.d ress Frank '.l'ousey, 'publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore
street, New York. P. 0. Box 2730.

HOW TO WRI'L'E LETTERS 1'0 GEN'l'LEMEN.-Uontaining full dl
rections for writing to geutlem<~u on all subjects; also gil'ing sam•
pie letteril for introduction. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Can,\da, or sent to your add~,
postage free, on rf'ceipt of price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher,
M and 36 North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.

BOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady, the world knOIVD
detective. In which be lays down some valuable and sens!:Jlo rules
for beginners, aad also relates some adventures and experiences of
well-known detectives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers
in the United States and Canada, or sent to your adt!r~ss, post-pal~~
on receipt or the prlca. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 a nd oo
North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

BOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY is the title of a very va~11o
able little book just published. A complete compendium of ga.mee,
sports, card diversions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for parlor or
drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the money than
any book published. Sold by all new1.1dealers, or send 10 cents to
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York,
and receive it by ret~ mail. llOSt 1>aid.

.I'IOW TO OOLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Containing valuable in·
formation regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and
coins. Handsomely Illustrated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent free of postage noon receipt of the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher,
34. and 36 Nortll Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.

dOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated, an«! containing taft
instructions for the management and training o• the canary, mock•
in g-bird, bobolink, bla.ckbird, paroquet, parrot, etc., etc. Price 111
cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, on rece_tpt ot
the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North lloor3
street. New Yor!lc. P. 0. Box 2730.

BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.~ valuable book, giving
instructions in collecting, mounting '!.nd preserving birds, animals
and Insects. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers In the
United St11tes and Canada, or sent to your address, postage free, on
receipt of the price. Adllress Frank '.l'ousey, publisher, 3i and 36
North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

BOW TO BOX.-1'he art of self-defense made easy. Contalnlng ovet
thirty illustrations of guards, blows and the different positions of a
good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of these useful and in·
structive books, as it will teach you how to box without an instructOr.
Only 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post paid, on receipt of price. Address ·Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 Nortil
.Moore street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730.
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00

f,

6

129 V~~n°: J~~J~u!~~ at'b~· CopJ)er l\Iine Mystery ; or, 'l'h&
Detective's Under~round ()lew.
130 You n g Shmth ttnd the .Siaves of t.be Silver Dagger ; or ,..
'l'he .1\:t fstery of tbe New A laddin.
131 Y~~~ft:~ra~hf~~t~rc~t~:SdJe~!~~ond Sba.rp; or, Des!32

Y:_t~h~~~~~~~d~I~h~~f·~L~~~ftiufi Ddow :Smasher ; or,.

All t he above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in t he U nited States and Canada, or sent t o you r address, post· paid, on receipt
-of price. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street New York.

rapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful lnfonnation on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per
•

.•

No. I.

the great or11.cle of human destiny; also the

true mea.nmg of almost any kind of d~·ea.ms, tollether with
charms. ceremonies. and curious games of cards. A cow•
pl~te book. Price 10 cents.

No.2.

HOW '1'0 DO TRICKS.
't'be great book of magic and card trit:ks, containing full
tnstrnction of all tbe Je11diog card tricks or tbe day, also
the most popular mHgic111 iliu siom; a~ performed by our
lea~iog maaicians; every boy should obtain a copy, as it
will both amuse and instruct. Price 10 .cenr.s.

No.3.

HOW '1'0 UEVOME RICH.

HOW 'J'O TEJ.L FOR't:UNES.

Thts wonderful book presents you with the example and

Every one is desirouJS of knowing whut his future life wiU
bring forLh ,..wbetb er IJanpiness or misery, wealth or po~
ert.v. You can tell by" glance at this iittle book. HU1 oue
and be couvinced. Tell your own fortune . Tell the fortunes of your friends. Price 10 cents.

life experi ence of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in tb e world, includisg tbe self-made men of our country .
The book is edited by onA of the most suecessful men of
the present. age, wbosu own e:xamvle is in itself guide
enough for those who aapire tu fame and money. The
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.

No.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW

Gil~DEN.

HOW '1'0 DRESS.

~·ru~f~f:teOf~b~s?~ii;~~~~':n~r~e~ti~n~~~a!~ofl~~!~~~t~;~:
is interestmg to everybqdy, both old and young. You canaot. be happy without one. Price 10 cents.

Oontaiuing fuJI instruction in the art of dressing au.d appe"ariug well at home and abro.~:~.d, giving the selections of
colors, material, and how to bave them made up. Pr1oe 10
cents.

No.4.

No. 18.

HOW '1'0 DANCE
Is the title of IL new and handsome little book juei issued

~ll;:~~~~~~~f:~ett~ti~0~;:ib!If-~~o~~s!~udc~t~~!.ti:~eh~~

~:::e·~a~~~s~ul~l'~~·~;~~~ni~ rorc::~i.og oif in all poputar
No.5.

HOW '1'0 MAKE LOVE-I

Every boy should k11ow how inventions origiL.,..te. 'l'Lfs
book explains them nil, giving examples in electricity, bydraulies, magnetism, OJ)tics, pneumatics, mechanics. etc.,.
etc. 'l"'le mort. instructive book published. .Price 10 o~

.

No. 30.

HOW 'l'O COOK.

No. 17.

The arts and wiles of flirtation are fully explained by tbi6
Besides the various methods of handkerchief.

No. 29.

HOW '1'0 BECOME AN INVEN'l'OR.

I fl.

Containing full instructions for constructing a window
gardeu eitller in town <'r country, and tbe most ;ftproved
methods for raising beautiful flowers at home. fbe mos&
complete book of the kind ever published. Price 0 ceuts.

HOW '1'0 l<'LIR'f.
little book.

Copy~

No. 28.

Napoleon's Oraculum and Dream Book.
Oontainin~

J~

No. 15.

One or the most instructive books on conking ever pub-..
lisbed. It t!OI It,ains recipes for cooking meats, fish . gam'e.
and oysters: also flies, pu jldings, cakes nod all kinds of
g~~~f~ra~io~s~ra8~ 1 ~o~6e~!~o~ g~:':iCY~s by one of our most

No. 31.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A SPEAKER.

HOW '1'0 BECOME BEAU'l'IFUL.
Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the different porequisite to bt;,come a good speaker, render aad
One or the brightest a_nd most valuable little books 8v81 Sitions
given to the world . Everybody wishes to know bow to elocutinnist. Also containinJZ gems from all the popular
become . beautiful, bntb male and female. 'I' be secret ia :~~b~~ri~~!'ri;!~ri!~ P~~=~bf;.~rr~~?[ee~0 ~ne!·~~ mosL aimDie
simple, and almost costless. Read this book and be con- ,
tiuced bow to become beauti~ul. Price 10 cents.
No. 32.
No. 19.
HOW 'l'O RIDE A BICYCLE.
FRANK TOUSEY'S
Handsomely illustra.ted, and containing full directions fw

1
1
:e::i~fe1 ~3v1~~~~u,~s ~~ed c~~j~~:tife ~~~~~:b~!:r~:d~;ii~~ United States Distance Tables, Pocket Com· ~i~bn;~~~ii~~iiiifu:rr~t~~~~~~~~ 3i:'eJg~~':S :~: ~i~i):::~~

panion and Guide.

many ouriom' and interesting things not generally known.

Prtoe 10 cents.

No.6.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A.N ATHLETE.
Giving full instruction for the use of dumb-bells, Inrlian
clubs, parallel bars, horizontal bare and various other

a machine . Price 10 cents.

Giving I the official distanees on all the railroads ot the
United tit&tes and Canada. Also, table of distances b7
wate.r to foreign porte, back fares in the principal citie",
reoorts of the oonsus, etc., etc., making it one of the most
complete and handJ books puUliehed. Price 10 cents.

No.20.

~~~h~~:,0fJrues~~~tf!:~. a l~~~; t~~~~~~ b~~g!:~ ~tr"ot:!n~~

How to Entertain an Evening Party.

No. 7.

A very valuable tittle book just published. A complets
compendium of g1unes, sports, caTd-t.liversions, eomic
recreations, etc., suit,~ hie for parlor or drawing-room entertainment . It contains more for the money than an7

taltby by fo11owing the instructions contained in tbW
tJ.e book . Price 10 cents.

HOW TO KJ.;EP BlltnS.

book published. Price 10 cents.

Handsomely illustrated, and contah.ing full instruetione
1

t~~dt~~~li~~~bi~~tbiid,t~!~~~~e:. p~rio~~~i:~·etc~cf}r,~

lOcents.

No.8.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.
A useful and instructive book. ghing a complete treatise

o

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.

No.9.

Jly Harry Kennedy. 1'be secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading t.his book of instructions, by a practical
professor (deli~btiug multitudes every 11ight with hie won ..
derful im1tations), can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for himself aud friends. It is the greatest
book e•er published, and t-here's millions (of fun) in it.
Price 10 cent.e.

,,

,,

The art of self-defense made e~y. Contaiaing·over thirty
illustrations of guards. blows a.ud the different positions of
a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of these us~ful
and instructive booke. as it will teacu )'OU how to box without an instructor. Price 10 cents.

No. II.

No. 36 •

:::r~e!f"~~tb;t~e!~tt:":~~'fc~~;:' !~d ~t<;:"b~:~a~ {b ee:~=~

It contains information for everybo~y. bo)'S, a:irls, mea
and women; it will teach you how to make almtJBt n.nytbiac
aroand the house, &uch as parlor ornaments, brack~
Everybody dreams, from the litr.le child to the aged man oements, reolian barps, and bird lime for catching b~
and woman . 'I' hie httle book gives the explanation to all Price 10 cents.

~~'dd~ '#a~~i::::.~a ~~:~~r~:.:~~h~u~~~:~1 ~~t!~c1ri~!YJ1
No.24.

HOW TO WRITE J,E'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

A wonderful book, containin~ useful and practical information in the treatmeftt of ordinary diseases and ailmeDU
common to every family. ARoundinR in useful11nd e1fective recipes for general complaints Price 10 ceDt&

Oontaining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
subjects i also giving sample letters for IDstruction. Price
10 cents.

How to Raise

No. 25.

Ne. 39.
Do~rs, Poultt·y,

R.'ibbits.

:

Pigeons and
• ·

A usefnl 11.nd instructive book. Handsomel1 illustra.ted.
By Ira Drofra.w. :'rice 10 cents.

HOW '1'0 BECOlUE A GYMNAST.
Co~taining

full instructions for all kinds of gymnastic
sports and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five illustrations. Hy Professor W. Macdouald. A handy and useful book. Price 10 ce·o ts.

FuJiy illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and
sail a. boat . l!..,ull in.structtons are given in this little book,
togetber with iastruotions on ew1mming and riding, com..
pan ion spo:-ts to boating, ~ice 10 cents.

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
]ncluding hints on how to catch Moles. Weasels, Otter,
Rats, Squirrels and Birds. Also how ·t.o cur• ~kina. Copiously illustrated. B)' J. Harrington Keene. Price 11
cents.

No. 41.

TIJ.e Boys of New York End Men's Joke-Bo6k.
Containing n great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is~mplete
without this wonderful little book. Price 10 cents~

No. 42.

1

A. comple~ band-book for making all kinde of candy, icecream, syrups, eseences, etc., etc, Price 10 c:eD*'L

gc:,~~tfnJ!'.,.~~~ lFr':.'~cY.o~~~~~~t~ "i!::'J!'.".i~~J"i~~g'Wi:S:~

pieces, together with many standard readings. Price 10
cents.

For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price.

Box 2730.

No. 38.

HOW '1'0 BECOl\IE YOUR OWN DOL'"l'OR.

No. 14.

HOW '1'0 MAKE CANDY.

No. 37.

HOW '1'0 KEEP HOUSE.

No.23.

HOW '1'0 JWW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT,
HCIW to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.

CONUNURU~S.

Cont&ining all tbe leading conundrums of the da7, amuain•
riddles. curious c.1:1.tches and witty sayiuas. Price 10 ceata..

HOW '1'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.

No.26.

No. 13.

A complete and useful little book, containing the r11.l. .
and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, backgammon, croQuet, dominoes. etc. Price 10 cents.

also giving all the codes and signals. 'J'be only authentic
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents.

LOVE·LE'l''l'ERS.

A most comolete little book. containing full directions for
writing love-letters, and when to use them i nlso giving
eDecimen l~tters tor botb young and old. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO PLAY GAMES. ....

HOW 'l'O SOLVE

Helle1·' s second shcht explained bv bia former assistant,

HOW TO llOX.

~l'O WRI'l' l~

.

No.22.

HOW 10 DO SECOND Sl6HI.
'

cents

No. 10.

HOW

No. 35,

'l'he moJt complete ~muting and fishing guide ever published. It contains tull instructions about guLs, hnuting
~i~~~ 0t;:~~!r:J>J>Ws,..an$rrc~h]O~~~~:.ether with descrip-

0 0

HOW 1'0 BECOME A VE:NTRILOQUIST.

No, 34.

HOW '1'0 FENCE.
0
~~o ~3!~~n;a ~u~Is~T~~~~!~~io~0f.;ea~~~:r:ndD~~:~~3~~-'

twenty-one practical illustrations, a:iving the bestpOsitjona
in fencine. A complete book. Price 10 cents.

No. 21.

ohemist.ry; also, experiments in acoustics, mechanics,

• the!ll&tics, cbemistr • nod directions for making tire-·
~rkR,
colored fires, ana gas balloons. This book cannot
he equaled. Price lO cents.

·

No. 33.

HOW TO UEHAVE.
Contain in~ the rules and etiquettA of good society and the
easiest and most approved methode of appearing to good
advaot&ge at partiAs, balls, the theater, church, and ia the
drawing room. Price 10 cents.

The Boys of New York Stump Speaker.
Oontaining a vuietl assortment of Stump Speecbes, Negro,
Dutch and Irish. Also End lien's jokes. Just the tbioa
for home amusement and amateur shows . Price.IO c~rte.

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York•

•

